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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
KBW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
Strand Thea* re.
loan ranee Statements:
Insurance Company of North America.
Merrimack Mutual Fire Ins Co.
Niagara Fire Ins Co.
Fldelity-Phenix Fire Ins Co.
Notice of fore* 1 os a re— Phebe F Cray.
Writ of attachment.
Blue Sky Advertisement.
Admr notice—Hannah C Marshall.
For sale—Soda fountain etc.

—Eggs.

AT BLLSWOBTH POSTOPF1CB.

effect Dec. 28% 1914.
MAILS BBCBIVKD.

The Pleyhonee ol
Ellsworth
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To-Night
Prof Letner’s

and

Pony

Inogeic
Petteigill, flfr.

Fbom Wbst— 6.48
From East—11.10

Brady’s

heart-throbbing
picture

Thursday,
and Dog Show

featuring

Amateur Night

5 50 p
8.65 p m.

m.

WEATHER

March 83, 1913.
taken at the power
observations
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in £llsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
^
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precipcondition*
itation
Temperature

(From

4am

to next week.

The Object of this
Advertisement

ELLSWORTH.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,

22
Wed
Thurs 27—
Fri
26—

Corporation

IN

Hat

28—

Sun
Mon
Tue*

32—
83
32—

12 ra
3340—
434438—
3940-

forenoon afternoon
fair
cloudy
fair
clear
clear
clear
fair
clear

snow,cldy cloudy
cloudy
cloudy
fair
cloudy

Mrs. Alex R. McNabb is home from
visit in Boston.

a

W.

F.

&

“Lamson & Hubbard” Hats

Look tor the store th.it displays
the L.imson & Huhh.trd Sign.

You’ll Like the

De LAVAL
Cream Separator
hecaose its construction is so sin pie.
There is nothing About the operation
cleaning. Adjustment or repAir of a
modern De LAVAL which requires
expert knowledge or special tools.
Local agent,

Irving A. Stackpole, Ellsworth, Maine

women
takes hm an afternoon to earn a beauti*ul pair of $4
Shoes, anyone can do it—
C0BI» nothirg to
try—a card will briug
Particulars. Bay State Hosiery Co., Inc.

jt

i-ynn, Mass.

Water St.,

Ellsworth

property

MONAGHAN’S
and

1

■

E

Monaghan,

Ellsworth

'»« PAT, HO WASHnn."
*11 kind, of
laumlr; work dons at short notion
Good* called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TEY A CO.
*«tey Building, suto 8L.
Kllaworth, Ma
.

Albert N. Cushman
Electrician and Contractor
Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
Estey Building,
Ellsworth.
•

Telephone

37-11.

Hancock

drawn

to

serve

as

traverse

the supreme
court. Court will convene April 13, with
Associate Justice Albert M. Spear, of
Qardiner, presiding. Court will open at
10 a. m. Tuesday, instead of in the afterin this
noon as has been the practice
at the

county for

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

Ellsworth, Me.

April

some

of

term

time

past.

college recently, and received
pliments (or ber presentation
Ellsworth will be the

evening

of

one

Barnes of the
Harbor and

of

season

BURNED TO DEATH

com-

many
of the

part.

Aged Surry Woman Victim of Sad
next Friday
Accident Last Friday.
big basket-ball
Mrs. Gilbert Davis, aged eighty years,
Maine, when Bar

scene

the
in

Augusta Y. M. C. A. teams
will meet on the neutral floor of Hancock
hall to contest title for the Y. M. C. A.

championship

of

Maine.

Both

stroyed

own

sections, and the winner will earn undisputed right to the State championship.

Mrs. Wood was a native of Lamoine, the daughter of Capt. Eben Harden. She was married to Mr. Wood in 1860,
and for several years lived in Ellsworth,
moving from here some forty years ago to
Salisbury Cove. She leaves four children
—Mrs. Harry S. McFarland, Mrs. K. D.
Edwards, J. Andrew and Frank A. Wood.
Her husband died ten years ago.

fire which de-

a

the

Bluehill

road,

not

were

who

was

discovered

almost

an

until

invalid

from old age, had been assisted as usual
about her morning work by her daughter,
Mrs. Charles Ells, who lived just across
the road. Mrs. Ells had gone to her own

Lorinda

illness.

Davis,

Mrs.

fortunate to be able to witness it.

H., widow of Joseph Whiting
Wood, formerly of Ellsworth, died Sunday at her home in Salisbury Cove, aged
eighty-five years. Mrs. Wood had been
in good health for her years, but a sudden
attack of pneumonia, the second this
winter, proved fatal after but four days’

on

and one-half miles from

yet the flames
too late.

The game will doubtless be a fast one, and
Ellsworth basket-ball fans count themselves

her home

Surry village,
last Friday morning. The pity of the
accident is that help was so near at hand,

one

teams

established their claim in their

have

burned to death in

was

|

home, leaving her mother at work about
the kitchen, while her father, who is
eighty-four years of age, and not strong,
was cutting wood just outside the kitchen
door.
Mrs. Ells had been
half

an

at

home less than

her father
Ue had just discov-

hour when she heard

shouting for help.
ered that the house

was on

fire,

and

Mrs.

across

the

street and

Ells rushed

opened

door she
She

the

flames.

was

met
to

by

when

a mass

reach

of

her

attempted
Capt. Wellington C. Bellatty left yesterSunday train service on the Mt. Desert mother by breaking out the windows, beday for Pembroke to start his vessel, the
ing cut and burned in the attempt. The
4.
schooner Lavolta, which has been hauled branch will be resumed Sunday, April
The train will leave Bangor at 7 a. m., ar- w hole inside of the house seemed a mas»
up there for the winter. Capt. Bellatty
of flames, and rescue of the aged woman
learned recently that the schooner bad riving at Ellsworth at 8.11 and Bar Harbor
Returning, the train will leave was impossible.
Danforth been broken into during the winter, but at 9.30.
From
fact that

—

IRA

B. HAiiAN, Jr.

COATS

Don't buy before

looking

at the

Walk-E-Z Coat
Sold by DAVID FRIEND
Large line of Mackinaws. Repairing Done

A committee has been appointed by
Wm. H. H. Rice poet, Q. A. K., (or an appropriate and dignified observance of

Appomattox day, April
Ellsworth

9.

friends of Forrest

R.

Tre-

worgy, who has been a patient at the Hesanatorium, since early last June,
will be glad to learn that he is greatly iinbron

cUjbrrtizrmnus.

Olive Oil—Flesh Builder
Ono of t tic best known ami most reliable
tissue builders,

Olive Oil
Emulsion

ftupophornhi!**.
(iesh builder and nerve tonic.
to take. Easy to digest
E. G. Moore.

Extra Heavy

containing

is both

a

Pleasant

Water Glass

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

been

resolutely

fixed

CLARION.

ORCHESTRA

Music (or all Occasions
I’rivate Lessons in all the New Dances
Lessons on Violin and Cornet

Col. C. C. Burrill spent last week with
daughter, Mrs. J. W. Tatley, in Montreal, returning home Monday.
The Maine women’s club, of New York,
on Saturday voted to contribute fldO to
the Maine Sea Coast Mission work.

have

to accumulate money is to

portion of your income, no matWe pay interest on $1.
ter how small the amount.”
a

planned.

are

District Deputy Roy C. Haines and a
few members of Donaqua lodge, K. of P.,
will go to Bluehill Friday evening to assist in the preliminary organization of 11
lodge of Knights of Pythias there. A
lodge will also be instituted at Sedgwick.

jurors

and bank

save

TME=—

TELEPHONE 117-2

Band

Nokotnis Rebekah lodge will have its
annual roll-call Tuesday evening, April 6.
Supper will be served at 6.30.

“The best way

Company.

Wesley Sowle, principal of
the
Mrs. Davis did not
high school, is spending a week’s recess his informant, not knowing what had Bar Harbor at 4 p. m., Ellsworth at 5.20, matte her
escape, and made no outcry that
with his parents, B. T. Sowle and wife.
been left aboard, was unable to say what, arriving at Bangor at 6.30. A resumption
of service of trains cancelled in the fall is wras heard, it is believed that the fright of
The members of the Congregational so- if anything, had been stolen.
The east- discovery of the fire might have brought
also announced for May 3.
ciety will have a sociable at the home of
Senator Hale hose company will give a bound train
Portland at 1.20 a. m., on a heart attack, to which she was subleaving
Mrs. M. Y. McGown to-morrow evening, minstrel show and ball at Hancock hall
and that, mercifully, she was unconwith connection with the train leaving ject,
at 7 30.
The
en Easter Monday evening, April 5.
Boston at 10 p. m., will be resumed, and scious before realizing her terrible fate,
Ellsworth friends learned with regret of minstrel show is under the direction of
Whether it’s a range or a fur
this train will carry the Washington and died without suffering.
the death of Guy Mullan at his home in Harold S. Higgins, with Miss Erva Giles
Coroner Harry C. Austin, of Ellsworth,,
nace—if it is a ‘‘Clarion’’, it It
county sleeper. The west-bound train
North Hancock on Monday, aged seventy- as pianist. There will be a chorus of forty
who was summoned, reached the scene
at 12.25 noon will also be
Bangor
leaving
sure to meet erery requirement.
Sinclair’s orchestra of seven
voic?s.
eight years.
resumed. The morning train down on while the ruins of the house were still
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
H. W.
and
it
was
impo sible
Miss Ruth Fields gave a “Tipperary pieces will play for the ball.
the Mt. Desert branch will, beginning smouldering,
to make a search for the body.
Later
Kauiror. Sold by
shower” in honor of Miss Ella Marie Morang will serve refreshments.
May 3, leave Bangor at 6 o’clock, as before
burned beyond all semSt.
Hawkes last Wednesday evening
The entertainment committee of the the change, arriving in Ellsworth about it was recovered,
J. P. ELD RIDGE,
An inquest
Patrick’s night.
Alliance
of the
Unitarian 7.13 instead of 6.43 as at present. The blance of a human being.
Woman’s
was deemed unnecessary.
Main Street,
Ellswoktii
Nathan G. Kingsbury died suddenly of church met this week to make plans tor train leaving Bangor at 10.30 a. in., due in
How the fire started is a mystery.
Mrs.
heart disease Monday, at the home of the annual fair. The committee is com- Ellsworth at 11.45, will also be restored,
He was seven- posed of Mrs. Myron King, chairman; also the night train from Washington Davis was not working with anything
William York, at Bayside.
a sudden blaze.
Mrs. J. P. Eldridge, Mrs. L. F. Giles and county, leaving Calais at 6 p. in., Ells- that might have caused
ty-years of age.
Mrs. Fred L. Mason. The dates for the worth about 10.52 p. m., connecting with The fire may have been burning in the
is home from CasWinifred
Miss
Doyle
Civil Engineer,
some time before
fair, which will be held at Hancock hall, train leaving Bangor at 12.45 a. m., for upper part of the house
tine normal school and Miss Sylvia MarLand Surveyor.
Boston. The early afternoon train on the I it was discovered.
were tixed as Wednesday and Thursday,
shall from Coburn classical institute, tor
Aug. 4 and 5. It is planned to have a Washington county branch now connectCorrisposdiiKi Solicited.
the Easter recess.
ing with the train leaving Ellsworth at
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7
Japanese fair.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.

FUR

Lin nehans Auto Livery

The young people of the Congregational
society are requested to meet at the chapel
this evening at 7.30.

Union Trust

C. S. Johnston has purchased of the
Hancock County savings bank the old
wharf known as “Hall’s upper wharf”,
together with the old sail-loft building on
the same lot. Extensive improvements of

Mrs. K. B. Mathews is visiting her parents in Damariscotta.

his

Washington counties, numbering more than 5,000, can testify.
If you are not already deriving the benefits and advantages offered by this bank, we extend an invitation to become a customer,
feeling confident that you will be highly pleased with the results.

Mayor Hagertny nas appointed houis
B. Estey as member of the board of registration, in place of John T. Silvy, resigned.
John H. Bresnahan has been appointed
deputy city marshal, without pay.

I_MASON,

Men of discrimination go to the
I hey go
store
that sells them.
there for style —they go there for
value they go there for satisfaction

The merit of a bank lies in its strength and in the application of
its strength for the benefit of its depositors and the community.
The resources and experience of this bank, its efficient and conservative management and the efforts of officials and employees to
in every way please and satisfy its patrons place this bank in a
particularly strong position, and enable it to render banking service
of the very highest order. To this pur customers in Hancock and

a

The services at the Baptist church Sunday evening w ill be an “echo” of the Billy
Sunday revival now closing in PhiladelSenator M. D. Chatto was in Ellsworth
phia. Some of the hymns made famous by
on
business.
Saturday
their use in the great meetings will be sung.
! to inf.irn. every reader of Tnr: American, who has need of any kind of inMiss Marion Dooley, of Boston, is the It is planned to make the service one of unusual interest.
urance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle
guest of Miss Ella M. Uawkes.
L. W. Jordan, of Ellsworth, has reMiss Carolyn Haynes, formerly of Ellsaents with the lowest possible rates.
ceived his reappointment as coroner.
worth, was one of four employees of the
The special election for alderman in Dingley-Foss shoe factory at Auburn
whose birthdays fell on the same day, and
5 will be held Monday, April 12.
ward
ELLSWORTH.
MAINE
who were guests o( honor at a banquet
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
by other employees. Miss Josephine
given
to-morrow
fellowcraft
the
evening.
degree
Phillips, formerly of Ellsworth, was
Fred L. Davis, of South Hamilton,
among the guests.
Mass., is visiting his sister, Mrs. Elmer E.
Charles E. Monaghan and Frank 8. Call
Rowe.

C.

Surplus, 9100,000
Assets, 91,700,000

Comparison.”
Mra. W. C. Bellatty has returned from
Old Town, where she was called by tbe
illness of her daughter Amy, who has recovered sufficiently to return to her duties
as telegraph operator there.

the

Company

Capital, 9100,000.

Ernest O. Stanley, of Cranberry Isles,
and Miss Lucretia D. Richardson, of Mt.
Desert, were married at tbe baptist parsonage in Ellsworth Tuesday morning, by
Rev. P. A. A. Kiilam.

chapter 13;

hour before mail closes.

lhe Star actress of the

Postponed

m;

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
an

MOTHER

World Film

POSTOPFICB

am;

No. 12.

|

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Palm Sunday will be observed at the
Unitarian church next Sunday morning.
The adult class will meet at 11.4& and discuss “Portia’s Speech and I Corinthians,

4.28, p m.
6.22 p m.

MAIL OLOSBS AT

For Week

Dunn,

Emma

a m;

Going Wbst—10.40
Ooino East—6.16 a

Saturday Matinee mid Evening

Wm. A.

a m;

Union Trust

Last Thursday afternoon fire got away
from tbe railroad crew which waa burning grass along the tracks near the Pond
estate, and burned over .about ten acres
before it was stopped.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

In

Mra. Flora Deverenx, who haa apent the
latter part of the winter in Sallabnry
Cove, arrived home Saturday. She will
leave to-morrow for Bangor.

The Calendar aociety of the Methodiat
church will hold ita regular business and
social meeting at the home of Mrs. Cora
Pomroy this evening. A cordial invitation
is extended to all.

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.48 a. m., 4.28, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a.
m., 6.22. p. m.

AH IIOOITD• OLAM MATTBB
■LLHWOBTB POTTO PP1 OB.

itjrcUttmmts.

proved in health, and expects to leave the
institution aoon.

Mr. and Mra. John F. Knowiton will
leave to-morrow for Washington to viait
their aon Morria, and will probably extend their trip farther before returning
home.

Burrill National Bank—Statement.
Irving A Stack pole—Cream separator.
Lynn, Mass:
Bay State Hosiery.
Bblpast, Mb:
Pine Tree Poultry Herald.
f

\ MTIIB
AT m

)

PANAMA

PACIFIC EXPOSITION

TOURS, $190

to

$390

Booklet Free
WALTKR
262

for

Preserving
EGGS

H. WOODS CO.

Washington St., Boston.

15c

Qt.

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS
paid (or United States postage
stamps before 1870. Mast not be torn or
clipped. Higher prices when left on the
original envelopes. Write to
Cash

Ueoboe A. Hitchcock, Ware, Mass.

Cor. Opp. Post Office

Ellsworth

Dasket-bail

or

followers

turned out in goodly numbers Friday
evening to support the local A. A. team in
its game with the Hudson (Mass.) A. A.
team, though the defeat of the Ellsworth
team by this team of heavier and more

experienced players
clusion.

The

visitors

played

score
a

was

a

was

clean

foregone
38

and

to

12.

con-

The

gentlemanly

game, and showed Ellsworth some of the
prettiest team work ever seen here.
At the Methodist church next Sunday
rooming the subject of Hev. T. 8. Ross’
“What is the Greatest
sermon w’ill be,
Work of the Christian Church To-day?”

evening at 7.30, illustrated lecture,
Earth’s Natural Wealth.” This
lecture is devoted chiefly to illustrating
the world’s material resources, showing
universal
the
vegetable and
stores,
mineral, which support the body, and the
beauty of which gratifies the eye.
In the

“The

Friend Halman, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. I. L. Halman, of Brookline,
Mass., and Ellsworth, was one of the five
juniors of Radcliffe college honored last
week by election to the Phi Beta Kappa.
The choice was made on the basis of highest scholarship only, and those elected are
the leaders of their classes.
While Miss
Halman had hoped to win this honor in
her senior year, she had not dared hope
for the greater honor of election in her
junior year. Miss Halman was selected
for a part in a play given by Harvard
Doris

and

6.22

p.

m.

will be discontinued.

Juvenile
The

juvenile

eutertainraenl at the high
building last Friday eveuing, under the auspices of the senior class, was
enjoyed by a good-sized audience. By request, the entertainment will be repeated
school

next
of

Monday evening,

program, which is

as

but

with

a

William Richardson’s family and MrsRichardson have all been ill of
grip.
Luther Nason and Webster Bigelow, of
Bangor, were at “Camp Keeten” several
days last week.
Pamelia

Entertainment.

change

follows:

Piano solo.Alice Kearns
Recitation.Ethel Lake
Vocal solo.Eleanor Killam
Recitation.Alice Adams
Recitation .Edith Adams
Piano solo.Katherine Conley
Recitalion. Mary Scott
Recitation.James Bridges
Vocal solo.Louise Alexander

Recitation.Evangeline Bridges
Dialogue.Evelyn and Madelyn Dunn
Piano solo.Rachel Haynes
Recitation. Horace Esfcey
Recitatiou.Ruth Pervis
German recitation.Ralph Haskell
Vocal solo...Doris Scribner
Recitation.James Cushman
German recitation.Marion Haskell
Piano solo..
Katherine Austin
Recitation.Sarah Wescott
Piano solo.Louise Donnell

Harvey Johnson went to Bangor Monday. Mrs. Johnson has employment at?
attendant at the insane asylum.
Mrs. Ida Flood, who has been keeping
house for Emery Maddocks the past year,

an

will

leave

Wednesday

for

Portsmouth,

N. H., to care for an aunt, who is ilL
Mrs. Ransom Bonsey has been critically^
ill of grip the past week, but is now somewhat

improved,

for her recevery.

hopes are entertained
Mrs. Asa Flood is with

and

her.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLA W ORTH.

Friday evening, March 26, at Hancock
hall—Basket ball; Augusta vs. Bar Harbor for State Y. M. C. A.
Tickets 25 cents.

championship.

Monday evening, March 29, at high
school building—Juvenile entertainment
under the auspices of the senior class

The local merchant who does not ad Tickets, 10 cents.
throwing open the door to the
Monday evening, April 5, at
mail-order house, which does advertise, hall—Minstrel show and ball of Senator
and which is looking for just such open- Hale hoee company. Tickets, 35 and 50
ings.
cents; danoe tickets, 50 cents.
vertise is

SMcrttarmnita.

among the Granger*

CL 9faeaacKie
£0 yfomoTi

county.
pec Util* to the (range* of
The contain ia open to all grangers forthe
dlacuaalonol to pica of general Interoat, and

fStttaal Bnufit Column.

pM_SCHOOL

/jjSon

EDITED BT

Its Motto:

28,1915.

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text

of

th«

Quarterly

Lesson,
Review

Neh.
—

ix,

Golden

communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by th^dltor of the column, but none
will be reported without good reason. Address

26-31.
Text,

Prov. xiv, 34—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

ail communications

will

loTe

them

freely."

Those of Middle Age

to

When you have found

DAY BY DAT.

God did

I Julia Harris May

everything for Israel that infinite love
could do and asks so pathetically in

in

Atlantic

I heard a voice at evening softly say:
Bear not tby yesterday into to-morrow;
Nor load this week with last week's load of

‘What could have been dono
my vineyard that 1 have not
done in it?" He asked only that they Lift all thy burdens as tbey.come.’nor try
make no league with the inhabitants To weight the present with the bye and bye.
One step and then another, take thy way—
of the land, who were all idolaters, but
Live day ay day.
keep themselves wholly for Him.
Live day by day.
Lesson' II.—Deborah and Barak DeGolden Though autumn leaves are withering round
liver Israel. Jude. iv. 4-16.
Text, Ps. xxxiv, 17. "The righteous Walk in the sunshine, it is ail for thee.
cried, and Jehovah beard and delivered Push straight ahead, as
long as thou canst see.
them ont of all their troubles." It is Dread not the winter whither thou
mayest go;
the same story over and over again— But, when it comes, be thankful for the snow.
Onward
aud
Look
the
and
smile and
upward.
enemy oppressed, they
they sinned,
praycried to the Lord, and He delivered
Live day by day.
them. This time He uses a woman,
—Selected by Aunt Emma.
but a man went along who would not
have gone without Deborah.
Dear Friend9 who read the Column:
Lesson III.-The Call of Gideon.
l mm §ure some of you will read the
Judg. vi. 11-16. 33-40. Golden Text. poem, especially the first stanza of it,
Ps. Ixv, 4, "Blessed is the man whom several
times; and 1 wonder if, possibly,
Now the oppressors it may not lighten tbe burden for a few of
Thou choosest"
sre the Midianltes, and the oppression
those who bear accumulated sorrow and
is very severe—so great that if n little anxieties.
grain is to be kept for one’s own use
There is a difference in burdens, and a difit must be thrashed in secret. Gideon ference in temperaments, and a difference
while thus occupied is visited by the in hearts. Some spirits are, so to
speak,
Lord iverse 14) and called to be the elastic, and more readily rebound from a
assurdeliverer, strengthened by the
strain of adversity, or grief, or great care
ance that the one who sent him would
than do others; but no aoubt msny “load
be surely with him tverses 1-4-16*.
this week with last week's load", whatever
Lesson IV.—Gideon and the Three that load might have been,and do it withHundred. Judg. vii, 1-8. 16-23. Golden out benefit to themselves or to those about
Text Zecb. iv. 6. "Not by might nor them.
by power, but by My Spirit, saith Je- ! I suspect there are many who cannot
hovah of hosts.”
The sifting of an understand the frequent use of the word
army of 32.000 down to 300 because all optimism. In the good old days which
the rest were afraid or loved their own some of us like to recall, we did not hear
comfort was a very unusual proceed- j these contrasting “isms"-optimism and
iflg and suggests the question. How i pessimism—mentioned. They are somemany professed followers of Christ thing like the new names attached in
today are ready wholly to renounce these days to old diseases. This person
self and follow Him fully?
“always looks on the bright side", and
Lesson V.—The Birth of Samson, the other “bad the blues".
Oh yes.
Judg. xiit 8-16. 21. 26. Golden Text. human nature was much the same as now
I
—would
Judg. xill. 4. “Beware. pray thee, and
you dare to say, if you were I,
drink no wine nor strong drink.” This and as it always will be?
was the longest and in some respects
What can I do better than to insert
the worst of all the oppressions, forty here a quotation from Henry Van Dyke,
years under the Philistines, but again kindly furnished by B. E. S.
the Lord delivered.
THE FOOT-PATH TO PRACB.
Again the Lord
came personally to talk with the huTo be glad of life because it gives you the
chance to love and to work and to play and to
man agents, this time to visit her who
look up at the stars, to be satisfied with
was to be the mother of the deliverer
your
possessions but not coutented with yourand tell her the manner of the man.
Isa. t. 4.
more

to

Rood

and

Especially.

your

At there

|

^

NEWS.

interest-

was

granted

use

of the hall for their

en-

tertainment March 28.
JOHN DOEITY, Sl'tXIVAN, 381.
Msrch 30 two new member# were taken
in. The third end fourth decree# wUl be
conferred March 27, and the men will
serve a harvest aupper.
The grange plana
to have a rally meeting April 7. All
preeent member# and aiao all who were ever
member* of tbia grange are invited.
A
picnic lunch will be aerved.

Linwood Gray and Leon Hopkins, with
teams, are employed by Mackie
bros. hauling wood.
Mrs. Jennie Guilford, of South Penob*
scot, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Hattie
Gray, and mother, Mrs. Julia Carter.

Maggie Garter has returned home from
Mrs. Flagg’s at North Brooksville, where
she baa been employed the past
winter.;
A pleasant evening was enjoyed at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Jeaae Weasel Tuesday ,_ there being four tables of military
whist. The ladies’ prises were won by
Helen Gray and Mrs. Goodell; gentlemen’s prises by Henry Gray and Parker
Hinckley. Delicious refreshments were
served.
March 22.
X.

•RDow ica, jm.

March 19, fifty member* and one tiaitor
from East Bluehill were preeent. An intereeting program waa prevented.

home

BAYBIOK,

478,

!

The child born to Hr. and Hr*. Prad
Blake hu been christened Paul Frederick.
Hia* Hazel Leach, ol North Blnehill,
spent the week-end with her sister, Mrs
E. E. Cummings.

8CHOODIC, 408, WINTER HARBOR.
March 11, the fourth degree waa conferred upon one candidate. At the cloee of
grange, a lunch waa aerved, the feature*

Ruth Tapley returned last week
extended visit in Readficld. Hiss
Tapley left to-day with her brother Ralph
for Bradford, N. H., for a visit.
From
there Ralph will go on to Boston to
Join
Miss

an

his steamer.

EAST

1

sided here

until her marriage to Samuel
A. Holland, also of tnis place.
They
moved to St -uben about twenty-five
years
Mrs. Holland, besides her
ago.
husband,
leaves three sons and two daughters, all of
whom are married.

C.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
William Emery, jr., has joined bis wile j
in UartlanA
Elmer Da via, wile and son, ol Northeast
Harbor, were at Wilson Eaton’s Friday. !
Mrs. Helen Clark, ol Boston, made her
sister,Mrs.•Kendall Salisbury,a short visit 1
last week.
March 22.
Hubbard.
Try to Wear Out Toor Cold, It
Will Wear You Out Instead
Thousands keep on suffering Coughs and
Colds through neglect and delay. Why make
youraell an easy prey to serious ailments and
epidemics as the result of a neglected Cold?
Coughs and Colds sap your strength and vitality unless checked in the early stagea. Dr.
King s New Discovery is what you need—the
first dose helps.
Your head clears up. you
breathe freely and you feel so mueh better.
Buy a bottle to-day and start taking at ouce.
If Mothers Only Knew.
Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children
relieve Feverishness. Headache, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move and regulate
the Bowels and destroy worms. They break
Used by mothers for M
up Colds in 24 hours.
years. All druggists, 26c. Sample Fau. Address, A. 8. O!instead, LeJtoy, N. Y.

AJ
nuwui.
Mrs. Q. £. Newman is with her nee*.
Miss Emily McKay.
William Moon spent the week-end * itb
bis grandmother, Mrs. M. E. Moore.
Mrs. Vesta Cbaflsy, of McKinley, it
visiting her aunt, Mr*. Amos Newman.
March 21.
T. E. D.

SbUcrttMsinufc

DYS-PEP-LETS MAKE YOU
FORGET YOUR STOMACH
They give

Stomach misery"

Tomson.

lo

made, and the chocolate added to half,
which can Is- kept lu the refrigerator
until the next day. and then used In
some
combination entirely different
from the previous day—for Instance,
floating Island, followed by cream
cake pie.

to much digestive comfort.
Made from one of the finest formulas
ever devised, including pepsin, bismuth, rhubarb, mint and other carbeing two birthday cake# to celebrate the
minatives and digestives often prebirthdaya of George W. Tracy, the oldeat
scribed
by physicians. Sweet and
member, and 11. G. dmallidge, who has ! pleasant to take, prompt in effect.
A clergyman writes: “I find Dys*
served many years as master. To cwmj pep-lets extremely neat, pleasant
plete the celebration, a small amount of ; and
efficacious."
fireworks waa used.
Why not invest ten*cents In a handMarch 18 waa the birthday of another ! some aluminum trial box? You'll be
member, Charles Joy, and to his surprise i sure to like thojn. and they will do
you a vast amount of
good.
another celebration was on the
program,
with refreshments and
birthday cake.

Hrs. O. L. Tapley returned Saturday
from a visit in Maasacbusetta, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Portland.

SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.
The people here were pained to hear of
the accidental death of Mrs. Samuel A.
Holland, at Steuben. Mrs. Holland was
born here, the secoud daughter of the late
Luther M. and Louisa A. Bates, and re-

1

ELLSWORTH.

March 20, the lecturer fnrniahed a program of music, recitation* and
reading#. 1
It wa# announced that Q. ft. Worden will
addresa the grange March 27. The public
a# well aa all grange member* ia invited.

WEST BROOKS VILLE.

Use

an

fresbmema will be served.
The Boys and Girls Priendabip club

their

No

degree work,

was no

present.

colander, pressing water out by means
of a large spoon. To make the dres-lng
ing was good, with a Urge number of take a cupful of cream, mix with It
After degree work and one heaping tablespoonful of flour, two
young people.
tablespoonfuls of butter, well stirbusiness a short program relative to apnug
Season well with salt
was enjoyed.
Next week harvest supper red together.
and let It Isdl together.
Pour over
will be served.
the spinach and let boil for a few
.VARIIAMIS.N1C. 224, ORLAND.
minutes longer.
Put the spinach Into
March 3) two candidates were initiated a bowl and odd a little paprika.
in the first and second degrees.
The many desserts served with soft
An act
advising the investigation of the Maine costard (flouting Island, cream ate
Central railroad affairs was presented by a pie. orange s|*>uge. etc.! can bo varied,
number of the grange service committee both for the eye and palate, by adding
to the yellow custard enough melted
recently, and was endorsed.
A special meeting was appointed for chocolate to give It the desired color
March 24 for the purpose of conferring the and flavor.
When a yellow custard
Anal degree upon two candidates,
lle- la wanted, a double portion can be

Mrs. Lincoln Cloason has gone to Vinalbaven to visit her daughter.

March 19.

were

lamoink. 3H.

WEST SEDGWICK.

March 22.

18, thirty members

The attendance at the last regular meet-

Richard Benson snd wife hare gonel to
Gape Roticr for the season.

from

1

half can tomatoes, one tablespoonfoi
of salt, two tableapoonfnls of \ i,:l.nr
and the vegetables.
Clean the ash
carefully, cut off the fins, leave on the
Put the flsb into a
head and tail.
granite tin, cover with cold water and
boll for an hour. Cook all the cagetables separately, strain the liquor of
the vegetables off on to the Ssh. Add
bay leave* anil whole peppers, cover
the flsh and let It boll until well done.
8«rve on a platter with hoilandaiie

ing program was taken up as follows:
Duel, Helen and Arthur Clray; clipping,
Phebe Weasel; topic, "What do yon think
about the taxation laws of
yojing cattle?”
discoased by Jam«a Dray, A. A. Urindle, sauce.
I
Steamed Rise.
Willie Gray and Bert Urindle; violin
Take one ponnd or nee. pick over
tnuaic, Andrew Grindle.
carefully, wash In cold water and put
eCHOODIC, 431, FRANKLIN.
[through the strainer. Take two table,
March 18 a good program was presented. spoonfuls of butter and melt It. ami
The program for April 1 includes the add the rice.
Add three cupfuls of
question,. “How shall we conduct Ibe cold water and stir with a wooden
of
our
so
as
to
interest
Mix In a whole sliced onion,
meetings
grange
spoon.
alike the young and the old of both one tablespoonful of salt, cover and
sexes’"
steam for thirty five minutes.
Add
more water to the rice, until It Is well
SOUTH
BLUR
HILL.
MAHBAPAQCA, 477,
covered. Serve hot In a covered dish.
March 17, the program consisted of readFreeh Spinach.
ings and music, and a cracker-eating conBreak oflf stems from each leaf ami
test won by Lulu Candage. The question,
wash the spinach well In cold water.
"Can a man make a million dollars during
Boll It In a vessel with three quarts
his life and still be honest?” was disAdd one tablespoonful of
of water.
cussed, and decided in the negative. Resalt
Keep the spinach on the store
freshments were served.
for seven minutes and drain through a

For SO veara Lydia E. Plnkbam's Vegetable
Com pound has been the standard remedy for female ills. So one sick with woman’s ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suf ferl ng women to health.
»W rite to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
__
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice,
/our letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.

lesson \ l.-i:uth Chooses the True
She dresses in European costume. Miss
God. Ruth i. 6-18. Golden Text. Ruth
Nagia is a very pretty young woman, daught 16. "Thv people shall be my people
ter of a Japanese father and Qerman mother.
and thy God my God.” All the delivShe has just escaped from Germany where
erers were In a measure typical of the
she was held a prisoner. Miss Dora Yu is a
great Deliverer, but this is the story
Chinese woman from Shanghai, who has been
of one who came Into the direct line
in the United States a few months. She is
of our Lord’s human ancestry.
qnlte a successful evangelist among wooden.
By
I knew her by reputation, and sq introduced
the overruling of human failure this
myself. She expects to build a bible school
devoted Gentile plays a wonderful part
in Shanghai.
in the great drama of history, the heart
A very good-looking Chinese couple in forof which is His story.
j eign dress attracted our attention the first
f
Lassos VII.—Samuel Called to Be a Dtar Aunt MaAge:
day. They proved to be Mr. and Mrs. Bwang.
I, like all the other nieces, have deserted
Prophet I Sam. lii. 1-13. 19. 20. GoldHe is the son of H wang-Sing, the big rebel
I have so mncftCto tell 7011 all that 1 do
70a.
en Text. I Sam. ill. 9. “Speak. Jehovah,
j leader of Nankin fame, who is now in
not know where to begin. First, I will speak
for Thy servant beareth.” The quarAmerica, a refugee, with a price of •SQO.MO on
of the big suffrage meet at Augusta, where 1 j
his head. He, with 8un Yat Sen, in Japan,
ter's lessons seem to be wholly on the got into the
tightest place that I ever was. I is
supposed to be plotting for and raising
line of the r«ord "delivering or pre- But as I was born under >
luck7 star, I got money to precipitate another revolution in
paring or calling the deliverer.” Now a seat bj being crowded close to a representa- I China. It ,ii conjectured that this
young
;
it is a broken hearted, persecuted wo- tive from Cumberland county whom I
Hwang is cow acting as envoy between
happened to know. He pinned the yellow
man who Is called to be the mother
Hwang and Sun. A daughter of Hwang ii
ribbon above my white ribbon and got me a
of the deliverer, and her song or prayalso of the
party. There are two other
seat. He had an extra lot in his pocket. If
Chinese
students returning home,
is
similar
to that of Mary in
very
fr
all of our legislators did that, we should feel I
A
character on deck is a man
conspicuous
Luke 1.
sure of victory. There was smart talk from j
Lesson VIII.—The Death of Eli and
| in the thirties wearing the fashionable
both men and women.
I celluloid-rimmed spectacles. He sits for the
His Sons. 1 Sam. iv. 1-13. IS. Golden
Now off on (another line.
Who can keep
| most part by himself, with a book about SiText Jas. 1. 22. “Be ye doers of the tabs on the prohibition states, they come into beria, Tibet or Kussia. He is reported to be
eighteen or nineteen to be at one of New York’s
word and not hearers only, deluding line so fast
multi-millionaires, a
work in 191i, more to be voted on next lall,
ycur own selves." Poor old Ell was in
broker who is disgusted with life, has diand in several of them the women have the
a measure out of fellowship, and God
vorced his wife, and is now en route for
ballot. The one that should most interest us j
Petrograd, and never wants to see America
had to speak to him through Samuel.
is Wyoming, where the state president of the
The elders also were out of fellowship W. C. T. U., who will be the leader of
the pro- !
An Episcopal kindergartner, who, we supand relied upon the ark rather than
hibition forces, is our own Ellen J. Stover
posed, was returning to her work in Japan,
Wetlaufer, raised in Bluehill, Hancock
upon the Lord, so that the Lord humilsurprised us by getting married in Honolulu.
iated them by allowing the ark to be county. We can help her by letters of cheer It seems she was
expecting to be married in
sent to Cheyenne. Wyo.
We who were playtaken. Israel defeated. Eli's sons slain.
Kobe, where her fiance is in business, but got
Lesson- IX.-Samuel, the Victorious mates and early friends, surely feel proud to a wireless telling her he had come to Honoremember her.
lulu to meet her. 80 they were married, add
Leader, I Sam. vil. 3-17. Golden Text.
When I was last>t Augusta. Nell and I held
are spending their honeymoon in Honolulu.
I Sam. vii. 12. "Hitherto hath Jehovah
a reunion with Meb over the
telephone. I I must not forget to tell you that the minister
helped us." After Samuel returned to learned I can go right by her door on my way
who officiated yesterday is said to oe the
Hamah, his birthplace, which he seems
from Augusta to Waterville.
Now. Meb,
original of the character “Shock” in “The
some day I shall take dinner with
to have done after Eli's death and the
you.
Prospector”, Ralph Connor's book. He is
All the M. Bs. will sympathize with Are in
loss of the ark. he led Israel hack to
now secretary of a committee on prohibition
the
loss
of
her
sister;
of
H.,
Brewer,
in
the
the Lord in penitence and devotion and
and social service for California aud Nevada,
loss of a daughter; Martha, who is with a
and
is taking the trip to Hongkong and reso defeated the Philistines that they
daughter in what wej expect is her last illturn, for a vacation. He has a strong, homely,
came no more into the coast of Israel
ness; and Mabel, who is confined to her bei
interesting face.
all the days of Samuel.
by a (lingering illness, while Chips and S. J.
Lesson
X.-Saul "Anointed
King, Y.are remembered in their lameness, caused
A nice personal letter has reached me
I
Sam. ix. 17; X. 1.
Golden Text.
by falling on the.ice.some weeks ago.
from Aunt Hue, w no, with her John, is in
Janet, too, has been under the ban of ill
I Pet. il, 17. "Fear God; honor the
been her John and grandson,
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
ness, as has
If the days had
That which God had foreKing."
too. We wholare well have great reason to be
not been so “full” there, you would have
seen now comes to pass, and the peothankful.
had an interesting letter from her in the
ple demand of Sarnnel a king iDeut.
This is not one bit what I started in to
column before this time.
xvii. Hi. Samuel felt greatly hurt, but
write, so I willlstop.
Dull.
committed all to the Lord and was told
You always come to tbe rescue, Dell,
SOUTH SURRY.
to grant them a king, but under [*rowhether it is Aunt Madge who is iu need
test. Then the Lord sent him the man
The weir men are preparing to build
or some
child.
You may
other.neglected
and afterward controlled the lot so
like to koow.te.Dell, that I had the their vein.
that the people elected him.
Mrs. R. A. Coggins is spending a few
pleaaure ol entertaining Dr. Abby Fulton !
Lessor XL-Saul Gains His Kingat dinner when Dr. Ellen Wetlaufer wdf weeks at Bernard.
dom. I Sam. xl. Golden Text. Prov.
a guest at our home.
Dr. W. was then
David Orindell has been visiting Albert
xvl. 32. “He that is slow to anger Is
state president of her adopted state.
Treworgy and wife a few days.
I
better than the mighty, and he that
Charles Cunningham went to Bucksport
ruleth his spirit than be that taketh
MISS PERKINS’ LETTER CONTINUED.
Friday and bought t wo new dories.
a city." The Lord gave Saul a victory
At my left sit Dr. and Mrs. Bolt,
returning
E. M. Cunningham and wife spent Satto Pekin where£Dr. Bolt is connected with the
over the Ammonites and thus the esurday and Sunday with their sod Howard
Indemnity school. They have three small at Ellsworth.
teem of the [ample. He also gave Saul
Mn. Nellie Meader, of Ellsworth, has
victory over his own spirit so that he children, but as children eat early at a separate table, we do not see much of them.
Mrs. returned home, after a few days with Calcould forgive his enemies (x. 27; xt 13i.
Pierle and little girl, farther up the table, are vin Young and family.
Lesson XII.— Jonathan and His Aralso of the same school; that is Mr. Pierle is.
March 22.
Tramp.
mor Bearer, I Sam. xlv. 13.
Golden
There are several Japanese passengers. One
Text. Rom. xlli. 12. “Let us put on the
Ah! The Invigorating Whiff of the Pine
armor of light.”
Although only two Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children.
For Feverishness, Bad Stomach, Teething
How It clears the throat sod head of its
years of Saul's reign had expired, he
Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
ailmeuts.
It is this spirit of Newalready began to fall In obedience and are a pleasant remedy for Worms. Used by mucous
ness and Vigor from the health-giving Fluey
Mothers for 26 years.
was told tbat bis kingdom could not
Thrjf never fail. At Forests brought back by Ur. Bell's Pfue-Tarall druggists, 26c.
Sample FREE. Adaress, Honey. Antiseptic and healing. Buy a botcontinue.
Allen S. O!instead, LeRov, N. Y.
tle to-day. All Druggist*, Oc.

very delicious.
Black Baca With Hollanda.ee.
Kive pound* black baas, four •
.niona
cut up tine, one carrot scraped and cut
one
In pieces,
celery root cut In small
pieces, one bunch of parsley. 0n«
bunch of locks cut up. bay leaves and
whole |H‘p)K>r. two quarts of cold water. Teel the skill of one lemon, add one-

1

March

Md.—•“ By the use of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound I have successfully passed through a most trying time,
the Change of Life. I suffered with a weakness, and had to stay in
bed three days at a time. Lydia E- Pinkham’s Vegetable Comjound
restored me to perfect health, and I am praising it for the benefit of
other women who suffer as I did.”—Mrs. \V. S. Duvall, lJoute No. L
Beltsville, McL

self until you have made the best of them, to
despise nothing in the world except falsehood and meanness, and to fear nothing except cowardice, to be governed by your admirations rather than by your disgusts, to
covet nothing that is yonr
neighbor’s exceRft
his kindness of heart and gentleneas of manners, to think seldom of yonr enemies, often
of yonr friends, and every day of;Christ, and
to spend as mnch time as yon can. with
body
and with spirit, in God’s out-of-doors, these
are little guide-posts on the
foot-path to
peace.—Hear* Van Dyke.

method given below of
cook.
Ing black bass wlfl be found to b<

TriE

were

BOW. Mi. NORTH BKOOXSV1LLR.

a* IN

The doctors said I had poor blood and what I had was
I took different medicines which did not help me,
but Lydia E. 1‘inkham’s Vegetable Compound made me well and
strong, and I am recommending it to my friends.”—Mrs. Faan
Chaoe, It No. 2, Macedon, N.Y.

COUNTY

Hieing Star grange*

47b, SOt'TH BUO0KSVlLL.lt.
March 17, over 1U0 were prevent. It being ladies' night in the contest, the chair*
were filled by the
sinter*, who worked
first and second degrees on three candidates. After receea, the lecturer, who is
captain of the sisters' side, presented a
long and interesting program. At tbe
next meeting the men will work the first
and second degrees and furnish, program.

water.

lady. Mrs. Shidachi, sits with us on deck
quite often. She is a member of one of our
Congregational churches in Japan. She has
been travelling in England with her two
nephews; has two daughters there in school
and is very well informed, and an interesting

Chocolate Cuotnrd.

371, ooi'LiwBOkO.

member*
twenty-four
17,
viaitor* from Hchoodie 420, Joneaboro

HARBORS IDF.,

the time.

j

MENU.
Vegetable Soup
llollatwlnloe Souco
Spinach.
Steamed Rice

Block Bos* With

present. The
lecturer preaented
intcreating fit. Satrick’a day program. Kclreehiuent* were
served.
and

no

Change of Life.

DINNER.

DINNER

reaeon.

craHXAS.

Made Me Well and Strong.
Maotdon, N.Y.—“L was all run down and very thin in flesh, nervous, no appetite, could not sleep and was weak, and felt badly all

The

EASTER

March

me.
I failed terribly during the last winter
medicine
and summer and every pne remarked rfbout my appearance. I suffered from a female trouble and always had pains in my back, no
appetite and at times was very weak.
“I was visiting at a friend’s house one day and she thought I needed
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I took it and have gained
eight pounds, have a good appetite and am feeling better every day.
is asking me what I am doing and I recommend Lydia E.
Everybody
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. You may publish this letter if you
wish and I hope others who have the same complaint will see it and
get health from your medicine as I did”—Mrs. A. Uobxumo, 91
Stanton St, Buffalo, N. Y.

Beltsville,

AN

an

Homung, Buffalo, N. Y.
Bcttalo, N. Y.—“ I am writing to let you know how much
has done for

^turning to

ea-

for report* of (range meet I nr*- Hake letter*
abort and conctae- Allfcomranolcntlona mnat
be algned. but name* will not be printed eaoept by permission of the writer. All coni
munlcatlona will be *nb|ect to appro*al by
the editor, bnl none will be rejected without

From Mrs.

j

—

This column la devoted to the (Irani*.
Hancock

remedy for the horrors that
oppress you during change of life, when through the long
hours of the day it seems as though your back would break,
when your head aches constantly,
you are nervous, depressed and suffer from those dreadful bearing down pains,
don’t forget that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
is the safest and surest remedy, and has carried hundreds
of women safely through this critical period.
Read what these three women say:

The American.
Kllswortb, Me.

Lesson I.—God's Patience With Israel, Judg. 11 7-19. Golden Text. Hosea
xiv, 4. “I will heal their backsliding;
I

MHelpful and Hopeful."

The purposes of this column are succlnc y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut hi
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopefnll
Being for the common good, U Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the to
Ujrchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

XIII.—First Quarter, For
March

M*UKT MADOK”.

BLL’KHILL, 262.

Hast Bluehill grange celebrated its thirty-second anniversary with an afternoon
and evening session March 20. There was
a large attendance.
The question, “Hesolved, That the average workers in

Ml-o-ua Will Quickly mill Safely KM
You of I mllj5*’*'! Ion
When your stomach is out of order
of lead feryour food lies like a

Jump

menting and surely causing that feeling of fullness.sour taste iu the mouth,
trade and professions encounter more discouragements than the average farmer,” coated tongue, biliousness, and many
was opened by John F.
Wood, followed other warning signs of indigestion,
by several others. The recess hour after which is often a dangerous ailment.
supper was spent in playing games, after I
It is needless for you to suffer, fur
which the lecturer presented the
follow-I1 any druggist can supply you with Miing program: Kecitations, Gertrude Smith
o-na, a harmless and efficient remedy
and Mabel D.
Griudle; music, Nellie M. for all bad stomachs. These small
Wood; recitation, EUie Cooper; reading,
and
Esther Cooper; song, Walter Carter and Ablets give almost immediate
Beulah Griudle; recitation, Gillian
jojful relief, while a few days treatBlack;
reading, John Horton; music, Beulah ] ment strengthens and stimulates the
Orindle; lecture, “by one of the sex,” ] digestive system. The llo*v of gastric
is
Nellie M. Wood; song and
stories, Reuben juices is increased, then your food
Music on the graphanola
Osgood.
by properly digested; sour and gassy
Elinor Howard waa also
restless
enjoyed. Deputy stomach, sick
headaches,
Norris Heath made intereeting
remarks.
nights and other distressing symptoms
BEECH HILL.
Miss Florence Trott ie
spending her two
weeks’vacation in Bar Harbor.
School closed Friday, after a
successfu
term taught by Miss
Florence Trott, o
Bar Harbor.
Master Norris Loot, noi
,“r* °ld’
DOt (bwQt CD«

half'dlly*
M,rch

_

it with guarantee of money back if
you are not

satisfied._

_

Take a

Leaf.

Conttlpstioncso.es headache,
nausea, dti
zioesa, languor, heart palpitation.
Drasth
pbjsic* gripe, sicken, we.ken the bowel* an<
don’t cur*.
Bonn's BegoleU act
gently sne
cure constipation. 28
cenu. Ask
your drug
Clate—Advt.

quickly vanish.
If suffering any stomach distress do
not wait—let Mi-o-na give you quick
and lasting relief. O. A. Parcber sells

Jtwill

Tonight

act as a laxative in

morning
E. G. Moors.

th*

COUNTY NEWS
wear ei*kn.
for a week's recess.
acbooln closed Friday
wife apent laat weak at
I) G. Hall and
Northeast Harbor.
W. Loot and wife spent tfae
(■apt. w.
at Seal Harbor.

week-end

Mrs. Annie McKay, who baa had a bad
iaoot.
sttack of the grip,
Samuel Leighton has moved his family to
Leighton's father,
home of Mre.
tSe

Aaron Bunker.
p p Thomas and family have gone to
Harbor, where Ur. Thomas has

Southwest
bought a boose.

haa

Kittredge
gone
spend a tew weeks with her

Mrs. Judith

Somerville
,j,ter,

to

to

Mrs. Florence Rich.

Hamor and wife apent a few days
K.
recently witb tbeir daughter, Mrs. Liunie
Trundy, at Southwest Harbor.
S.

John Hadley is quite ill, the result of a
Rather
His daughter, Mre.
bad (*<lJordan, and son, Edwin Hadley, of Seal
Harbor, are at home.
John Boyce, of the Bethel bible school,
Spencer, Maes., who haa been visiting
friends here, leaves to-day for Maaaachnnett-. His sermons have been much en-

joyed.

Miss Muriel Tripp, a student in the Bar
Harbor high school, and her sister. Miss
Janet, who is attending Uilman bigh
•ehool at Northeast Harbor, are spending
tbeir vacation with their mother, Mrs.
Lelia Tripp.
Keal estate haa been changing handa
here recently. A. M. Urey, formerly of
Lamnine, haa purchased tbe property of
E. I’. Thomas, and Clarence Hopkins has
bought tbe farm formerly owned by
Tbonias Knowlee.
M.
March 22.
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SLEEP,
COURNOT EAT

COW HOT

Woman So Weak and Nervous
Could Not Stand Her ChilVinol
Her
Near
dren
Changed Everything for Her
—

Plant City, Fla.—“ I wish I could tell
everybody about Vinol. For nine year*

I was in bad health. I got so I could
not sleep, and I could notstand it to have
my children come near me. I could not
even sew or do any
heavy housework.
I was simply tired all the time. I tried
so
medicines I could not recall
many
them all, but nothing did me any good.
One day a friend asked me to try Vinol
and said it was the best tonic she ever
saw.
I did so, and soon got the first
good night’s steep I had had for a long
time. Now 1 sleep well,
my appetite is
good, my nervousness is all gone and I
am so strong and well I do all my housework and work in my flower garden
without feeling tired or nervous. Vinol
has made me a well and happy woman."
-Mrs. C. H. Miller, Plant City, Fla.
Vinol contains the curative, healing
principles of fresh cod livers (without
oil) and tonic iron.
We ask every weak, run-down, nervous person in this vicinity to try Vinol,
our delicious cod liver and iron tonic
without oil, on our guarantee to return
then money if it fails to benefit.

G. A.

Parcher,druggist, Ellsworth,

!o

nave

Me.

Beautiful

Hair»=No Dandruff.
If your hair is losing color, too dry,
brittle, thin, or the scalp itches, immediately begin the use of Parisian Sage.

The

lirst application stops itching
head, removes all dandruff, Invigorates
the scalp, and beautifies your hair
until it is soft, fluffy and gloriously

radiant.
Parisian Sage supplies all hair needs,
and

elements
contains
the exact
to make it grow long, thick
and beautiful. It is delicately perfumed and not expensive, at G. A.

'needed

Parcher’s.
You will be delighted with this invigorating toilet necessity, for nothiug
else is so beneficial as Parisian Sage
or so quickly gives the hair ttiat enviable charm and fascination.

COUNTY

I Farm and

For the Children

|

Garden It

|
*

PROPER FOODS

FOR HENS.

L«y«rt Mutt Have Right Materials For
Production of Eggs.
IPrepared by the United States department of agriculture.]
In order to obtain eggs It Is neces**ry to hare healthy, vigorous stock
and to supply proper food materials.
These are nitrogenous material or pro-

tein, non-iritrogenons matter, succulents, mineral matter and water. Nature provides the first in the form of
worms and bugs and>when these are
absent or present In Insufficient quantity, the poultryman supplies the same
•ort of food by giving eggs, meat
Igreen cut bone or beef scrap), milk or
cottage cheese. For the non-nltroge-

Many People

In This Town

really enjoyed

meal until

a

them to take

a

Dyspepsia
_____

Tablet

before ami after each meal.
by u»—25c a box.

_E.

Sold only
1

G. Moore.

Pauper

Notice.

AVI NtJ ouiracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those whe
rosy n»*d assistance during Bee
year* be<?inJao. I, 1915, and are lesral residents of
I forbid all persons trusting them
account, as there Is plenty of room
accommodations to care for them at
Uw City Para boau.
AMTHUa B. UlTCaiLL.

H

^lliwcnh,

(

illness.

The infant eon of Hollis Wrlgbt and
wife died last Wednesday, aged about
three weeks.

The Kind You Have
ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.

Always Bought

A\fcgctable PreparalfonrorA*ting liie Stomach; andBowdsof

INDIAN POINT.

Promotes DigesHonOeetfiJ-

ness and Rest.Contalnsneittar
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral

The school will close Friday after a sucterm taught by Mrs. Elizabeth
iiiscomb, of Bar Harbor.

Not Narcotic.

cessful

W. H. Higgins, who has been with his
mother, Mrs. Abbie Higgins, the past few
months, has returned to Boston.

material nature furnishes seeds
and the farmer gives wheat, oats, corn
barley, etc. For succulents the fowls
in a natural state find them in grass
and other green growing things. The
poultryman puts before his charges lettuce. cabbage, kale, mangels, alfalfa,
clover, sprouted oats. etc. In their natural state fowls find grit for themselves
aud the cultivated varieties get grit
and oyster shells.
Water, of course,
must be pure.
A splendid mixture for laying bens
Is equal parts of cracked corn, wheat
and oats, which should bo scattered In
the Utter.
Bran or middlings and beef scraps
should be kept In receptacles to which
the fowls have access at all times.
Plenty of exercise Increases the egg

Charles Higgins, who had his foot
amputated a few weeks ago at the Bar
Harbor hospital, is rapidly recovering.
March 16.

/a
Photo

yield.

:u$Jmr

by American Frees Association.

One Easter eve I dreamed—‘twas funny—
( took a walk with an Easter bunny.
He showed me, the Easter bunny did.
Where all the finest eggs were hid.
We had much fun, till I heard nurse say,
"Wake up, wake up! 'Tis Easter day."

Provide four or five Inches of good,
clean litter fn which to scatter the

grain.
When wet mashes are fed be snre
are crumbly and not sticky.
For the first three days chicks may
be fed a mixture of equal parts hard
boiled eggs and stale bread, or stale
bread soaked In milk.
When bread
and milk ure used rare should be exercised to squeeze all milk out of the
bread. From the third or fourth day
until the chicks can cat wheat and
cracked corn, commercial chick feed
is a good ration.
Plenty of pure, fresh water, grit,
shell nnd green feed should be available from the first day.
There Is very little danger of overfeeding young stock.
Feed the chickens about five times
dally and only what they will eat up
clean In a few minutes, except at night,
when they should receive all they want

they

Br’er Fox and the Bunny.
Once ujion a time there was

H.

to

Aporfect Remedy forConsllp*
Stomach.Dlanwa
Worms jConvuteions feverish
ness nod Loss or Sleip.

HALL QUARRY.
A quiet wedding took place at the borne
of Mrs. John Walls, Southwest Harbor,
Monday, March IS, when tbeir niece, Miss
Helen M. Seavey, of Mt. Desert, and
Albert E. Oetchell, of Peru, Me., were
married by Rev. Wm. B. VanVallcenburgh.
After tbe ceremony a delicious luncbeon
was served by Mrs. Walls.
The bridal
couple left amid a shower of rice on a
wedding trip, the destination of which is
unknown to their friends.
The bride received many presents.
March 18.
Bbiab.

tion, Sour

Facsimile Signature of

NEW YORK.

Exact

NORTH LAMOINE.

-—

Experiments With Wheat.
According to a rejiort of rotation experiments conducted by the Australian
government, wheat grown continuously
the same land for six years produced an average yield of 1fi.O bushels
per acre, wheat alternated annually
with bare fallow averaged 2I.S bushels,
and wheat alternated annually with a
fodder crop averaged 2d.4 bushels.
on

Why Quassia Was So Called.
Quassia, that exceedingly bitter drug
so largely used for medicinal purposes,
owes its name to a negro named Qnas-

AMONG THE CHICKENS.

leg

caused by
March 15.

a

log falling

on

it.

a

TMK OKNTAWN COMPANY, NEW TOOK OItT.

Nature’s OwnWrapping Keeps
Tobacco Best
Real tobac«© flavor depends upon the leafbeing'*prtserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
$Adth a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
^strength of tobacco escape when cut of granulated.
Take

Capt. George Pierce
Luther Gilpatrick, who

is very

Plug of

Sickle that is

even

thoroughly dried
dust,

but it will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all
of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
Plug Form.

Whittling

a

pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
quantity. Try this experiment and

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

Slice it

3 Ounces

poorly.

has been
is better.

ill of

a

and asthma,
Young, who has been home a
returned to Bangor Saturday.
George Young and two friends from
Hull’s Cove were guests of Mrs. Dyer
Young over Sunday.
N.
March 22.

cold

a

out so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into

A.

EAST LAMOINE.

you

10c

as

use

it

Charles
few days,

KITTEKY TO CARIBOU
The box mill of John G. Sawyer, in FoxLoss,
croft, was burned Wednesday.
$6,000; insurance, $3,200.
The buildings of D. M. Susi, contractor
and farmer, at Pittsfield, were burned
Thursday night, with eight valuable
draft

horses, three hogs, harnesses, imand tools.

plements

Pratt, of South Paris, was
guilty Friday of the murder of
Dutch Oui- George W. Davis, of Portland, whose body
Prescott

found

native of Surinam or
who brought It into notice as a was found beneath the floor of Pratt’s
medicine about the middle of tile eight- barn, where it had lain four months,
It was the wood of i When arraigned for sentence, Pratt made
eenth century.
the quassia atnarn. a small branching a full confession, and said he had no actree or shrub, all parts of which were complices.
very bitter to the taste and which was
H»alth Promotes Happ ness
used for tonics. From Surinam it was
Without health, genuine joy is impossible;
and
1758
without good digestion and regular bowel
introduced into Stockholm in
Why
cannot have health.
movement >ou
in quite a short time became a popuneglect keeping bowels open and risk being
lar medicine all over Europe. At one sick and aiiiug? You don't have to. Take
one small Dr. King’s New Life Pill at night,
time so efficacious was it considered in the morning
you will have a full, free
that drinkiug cups were made of it for bowel movement and feel much better. Helps
and
digestion.
Try one toappetite
the use of invalids suffering from your
night.
dyspepsia or similar ailments.
si.

CASTORIA

Roland Carter visited his old home at
Beech Hill Thursday, returning Friday.
The portable mill recently burned,
owned by Smith & Richardson, is to be
rebuilt immediately.

_

The Egg and Easter.
A province of the ancients is that
“everything' springs from the egg.”
Many writers assert that the custom
of exchanging eggs was borrowed from
the Jewish use of eggs during the feast
of the l’assover.
Others say that It Is traceable to the
fourth century, when the church prohibited eggs during Lent. This gave
an abundance of eggs at Eastertide,
some of which parents gave to their
children, decorating thtm to make them
more attractive.
In Italy, it is believed that a scarlet
Easter egg. carried about the person
during the year will bring good luck.
The farmers believed that the land
over which au egg had been rolled
yielded plentiful harvests.

Copy of Wrapper.

Thirty Years

Forrest Richardson has recently purchased a new automobile.

a ben
be exclusive of her
friends of the barnyard, built her nest
Mrs. Clark, of Ellsworth, is nursing
up the road In u thicket under the
fence and started in to raise a brood Mrs. Hollis Austin. MisB Helen Reed, of
West Tremont, is doing the housework.
of chicks.
March 22.
Y.
Everythin!? worked tine, but one
moonlight night there came a sudden
MT. DESERT‘FERRY.
stop, for down the road came u fox,
Ray Moon is home from Pittslield.
nosing from side to side, till all of a
James Shaw and wife recently visited at
sudden be spied in the moonlight in the
S. J. Johnston’s.
grass tlie head of Mother Hen on her
Miss Elizabeth Jellison
eggs.
begins her
Quick as a flush In* grabbed her
by the neck and dragged her off the school at Sorrento to-day.
nest, uud away up the lane he went.
Mrs. Nettie Higgins has moved into
Sooth to say, it looked bad for the eggs Miss Beulah True’s house.
Ilut
In the nest.
up from the barn in
Chester Ames and wife are receiving
the lane came loping along, nosing
I congratulations upon the birth of twins—
frotrt side to side, a little brown bunny,
a boy and girl.
when suddenly lie lighted on the vacant jI
C.
March 22.
nest.
Creeping closer, lie took in the
situation, the warm nest and nobody
BROOKSVILLE.
home. Instead of destroying them the
Edwin Sanborn has moved his family to
dear little fellow Just placed his warm North Bluehill.
body on the eggs and took the place
Miss Martha Carter, of West Sedgwick,
of the poor mother, kept them warm
is employed at F»-H. Billings’.
all night, and the next morning, which
Olin H. Closson has returned lora Banwas Easter morn, lie brought forth a
gor, where he has been employed through
brood of chicks.
He is laid up with an injured
the winter.

who, In order

Old and New Silage.
Farmer O. \V. Richter of Indiana reports that he placet 1 well matured corn
In a concrete slio fourteen years ago
and emptied the bottom of the silo last
July, says the American Cultivator.
Mr. Richter says that the only difference that be was able to detect between the fourteen anti the one-yearold silage was that the former was
slightly more aclt! than the latter, but
that the cattle ate the old anil new siA very Important fact In
lage alike.
connection with the silage keeping so
well Is that the corn was ripe when
It was placed In the silo. Incidentally
the silo was a homemade one. the base
of which was five feet below the surface of the ground line. Such a construction with mature corn well packed would almost always preserve good
silage for several years.

|

long

Mrs. Charles Stover recently visited her
brother, John Reed, in Ellsworth.

nous

ann.

A. Puretier’s No-Pay Otter Attracts
Keep In mind the fact that the inherited quality of heavy laying must
"Many Sufferers to Test It he tuna.
H Kheuma, the wonderful prescription come from pedigreed breeding and parfor rheumatism sold by O. A. Pareber and ticularly through the cock bird that la
all druggist, does not cure any purchaser, the son. grandson, etc., of a line of
the druggist* will return your money heavy layers.
without any red tape.
Provide the flock with a dust bath
Rheumatism is a dangerous disease; be- and apply the following homemade
cause of its Hhiftiog nature it often strikes
powder: To one part of crude carbolic
the heart and proves fatal. ADy one with add and three parts of gasoline add
even a taint of rheumatism ought to drive
enough plaster of paris to take up the
*t out as soon as
possible.
liquid and mix thoroughly. Spread out
Rheumatism is caused by sluggish, and let dry. If It is too lumpy run
worn-out or over-worked kidneys, which through a sieve. Store away In tight
become clogged and fail to eliminate the cans. Work well Into the feathers,
impurities from the system.
especially In fluff and under the wings.
Rheums acts promptly and directly
Repeat in ten days and make a thoruPon the kidneys; it cleanses them; it
ough Job of it
absolutely renovates and leaves them in
To tell old hens from young ones

never
we advised

Little

OTTER CREEK.
Mrs. Salle Banker le Improving, after .a

A pleasing servioe was beld at the
charcb last Sunday afternoon, conducted
by Secretary Bryant, of the Bar Harbor
Y. M. C. A., accompanied by a goodly
number of the association.
Musio by
quartet and the boys’ orchestra of tbe Bar
Harbor association was greatly enjoyed.
Tbe report by Harvey Walls and Bernard
Wright of their pleasant trip to Y. M. C.
A. convention at Portland was interesting. All greatly appreciate what Secretary Bryant is doing for this branch of
the work in this community.
March 22.
Q.

Victims of Rheumatism.

perfect condition, able to do the work
nature intended they should do. {jO^centB
a bottle.

Cute

Boy
and Hie Eaeter Bunny.
A

ttobittomtntt

NEWS
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ainjmiara
Easter Bells and Blossoms.
The sweetest bells of Easter day
Are not the ones that ring out clearly
'’heir Easter message blithe and gay,
Although, of course. I love those dearly.
Ait sweeter than their music, steals

note that the young ones are most apt
A perfume on the sunlit air.
to have brighter eyes, redder combs Until undoubtedly one feels
The hyacinth has bells more fair.
and smoother legs. They never have
the
old
und
old
ones
do,
while
spurs,
j Little, tinted, curling bells.
Pink or purple, blue or white;
hens move about more slowly.
Beauty such as theirs foretells
of
broodtheir
methods
Hens adapt
Springtime Joy and delight.
lug to conditions such ns temperature, j
alze of the chickens, wet weather, etc., They say there lived In days of old
A noble youth who was much famed
and the operator of brooder must meet
For his curling locks of gold—
fhese conditions.
Hyacinthus he was named.
Any of our American breeds make
Is
was changed into the flower
there
no
He
but
hens,
setting
good
That we hyacinth now call.
breed that excels all others in the numancient god of power.
some
By
As a rule, the
ber of its broodies.
Yet no tears can we let fall.
the
earliest
are
winter
layers
heaviest
At the fate of the fair boy.
broody.
For the flower's bells proclaim
I.eghoms hatched in March and April Easter love and hope and joy.
|
■hould be laying in August, September,
So give him enduring fame.
—Amy Smith.
October and November.

r

Makes Cakes Like This!

Vi

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
the birthday party.
Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process

from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
to6e11

William Tell Hour

inti>C3 &

LU.

C. W. UKliNlML.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

aournisrmcmf.

©1)t (Ellsnjorth American
A

Oar North Brooklin correspondent reports seeing a snake basking in the sun
on a woods road on March 16.
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RURAL GOOD ROADS.

LEACH.

■l- tH-

Old Reliable MUSIC STOR

Freeman Q. Leach died early Monday
Tilling of the noil Is the largest
morning at Lis borne on Church street, I i single Industry In the United |I
established laaa
Mr.
after an illness of several months.
States, and when It Is considerMrs. Wylie O. Newman, of Bayside
AT
Its* n iittri Mini. EttrjtMaitotkaMale laIMiiSraatPlan*«
Leach was a native of Penobscot, but for 1; ed that the iieople employed in | \
OMtst
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
farm, East Franklin, is Justly proud of some
Motoevcles, Bicycles, Ssvln.
twenty*five years bad lived in EllsSheet Music »nd Music Book*.
agriculture constitute more than ||
BY 111
her flock of hens, which recently produced
worth.
Machines, Victor snd Edison Talklnc Machines, Typewriter,*
!! one-tlilrd of all the people In tills
Hancock county publishing oo
local
viewa.
of
Cards
three eggs weighing three-quarters of a
Boat
Vacuum Cleaners,
In early life Mr. Leach followed the sea,
in any business |
W. H. Tirus, Editor and Manager.
pound, and of the following dimensions: going in tisbing vessels to the Grand |1 country engaged
AIIts to
Always
l>to-«la«e,
Always
Reliable,
Customer,’ I,
Always
11
occupation It will l>e readily untrrols, Always Guarantee Satisfaction.
6^x7% Inches,
7% inches and 6&x7ty Banks. He came to Ellsworth to work in
M
Waoacrlption Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 lor six
derstood of what prime linpor- || -I
||
inches.
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
ORADE.
NONE BETTER
HIOH
shoe factories, and was so employed
ALWAYS
the
ROODS
MAD1
tam e Is the furthering of good
-I
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
Later he engaged in
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All areasy payment TERMS IF desired
The cottage colony of the eastern shore for several years.
II roads that will open our rural | ]
rearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei
a
meat
business
for
himself, running
of Toddy pond, at McCaalin’s shore, is
districts.
'M
rear.
towns in the vicinity of
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be developing rapidly. Capt. George F. Gray, wagon through
| | Accessibility Is tile criterion on || «■!
made known on application.
Ellsworth.
who is all-around handy man and farmer
which the value of city property
About five years ago, Mr. Leach bought
Business communications should be addressed for these cottagers, has orders now for
Is based.
Farm value depends || H
||
tn
11111111111111
+++■
made
all
checks
and
orders
•o, and
money
pay
three more cottages or camps to be built out the small grocery store on Main street,
of
on adequate
means
entirely
•ole to Thk Hancock County Publishing
near the railroad, and this business he
and ready for occupancy the coming sea‘be
from
II
Oo., Ellsworth, Maine.
II transporting products
National Bank
continued until his death.
son.
farms to the markets.
Then,
A Primlt** Edtn.
He leaves a widow and one daughter—
withRBPOHT OP THE
IIto
ran
who
.1
with
the farming imputation
II too.
There art* people
This week’s edition of The
Samuel L. Bates, who has just been ap- Mrs. Ralph B. Cunningham. A sister—
such a large proportion || out literature, even ainM the piles of
forming
American is 2,400 copies.
of
the
Portland
municipal Mrs. Agnes Gray, of Hallowell, and a
pointed judge
THRof the entire American people.
One man I
hooka and newspapers.
court, to succeed John F. Merrill, named brother—Emery Leach, of Bluehill, surthe prosjierity of the farmer Is ||
rooms
'2,500 as United States district-attorney, is a vive
comfortable
in
Average per week for 1914,
who
lived
knew
him.
always reflected directly In the
Brooksville boy. He was educated in the
at Clifton was a hank official In BrisThe funeral was held at the liorae this
If
the
of
the
itles.
prosperity
||
||
1915.
and
Castine
Bll.worth, Maine, It th* clow 0| but
common schools of Brooksville
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24,
afternoon. Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiattol. He was the only man of meant in
country Is to bo prosperous M a
March 4. IMS
normal school, working his way through ing.
I
ever found without a tingle
England
whole the farmers must lie pros- 11
RESOURCE*.
school by going to sea, serving on offhim
about
or
as
The budget of appropriations
print
bit of book, paper
Ixraac and dtecounta.
perous. -John L. tVltlys. Vice
After the
fMJJ
shore and coasting vessels.
Overdraft(i,
secured.
new
a
made op by the city government
Cortwponotnrr.
President Lincoln Highway As- || bnt the encouraging notice on
unsecured, #418 88.
completion of his normal school course,
U. 8 bond* deposited to
box of cigars. Old you ever know a
soclatloo.
Monday evening forecasts a “good he began the study of law, paying his way
•erflr* cirenlation (par
Augusta Letter.
roads’’ year. The special appropria- by teaching. It is by such hard knocks
man who deliberately refused to read
■I 'M■ 1
H*'l-l-l- l-H-l-M b H-l-l-H-lMarch 19,1915.
Me.,
Augusta,
was
Premium*
on bond* m«d
even
or
new-spa
pen*—and
books
tion for the repair of Main street on the anvil of life that men are tempered
fo. circulation.
To the Editor of The American:
#A3l m
happy 7- London Globe.
The Bayside for larger service.
quite
comes none too soon.
Members of tbe legislature who haven’t GOOD ROADS AND PROPERTY,
Other bond*. ■rearUlN.rtc.,
road, which was badly worn by extra
owned unpledged (other
figured much in the official record have
WEST SURRY.
than stock*). Including
automobile traffic thrown npon it last
been making up for lost time the paat
STATK SOLON8.
Cum Showing Relation Between Imp re ml am* on I
#48,787 S
of Conaryville, is visitErneat
Biaisdell,
week, and oratory baa been rampant.
year, will doubtless come in for exproved Roads and Land Values.
U.7J
Mrs. F. W. Rlsisdell.
bis
mother,
to stock of
ing
Subscription
HanLegislative News of Interest to
tensive repairs also.
Probably the greatest effort of the whole
The following cases showing the reFederal Reserve bank.
daughter
Kathwife
snd
C.
W.
Bowden,
cock County Headers.
session was that of President Heraey on
lation between improved roads and ad
erine were ‘guests of 1. E. Lufkin and Less amount unpaid 1,488 84
1.148 M
The Mt. Desert lew seems safely past all tbe bill to submit woman suffrage.
It :
A federal district judge in Kansas
the
values
are
cited
land
Jacent
by
.m
wife recently.
In the House last Thursday was a forceful and eloquent appeal, and it
obstacles.
Banking boose, furniture
has held that the migratory bird law
roads
of
the
office
of
fit
and
public
tore*.
Rep. Small, of Mt. Desert, offered an added to the the president’s prestige as an specialists
Mrs. Susie Willina, who baa been ill Other real
:jw
estate owned
enacted by Congress is unconstitu- amendment which
1M
in a bulletin of the United States de- some time, remains about the same.
All Dae from Federal Reserve
provided that the law orator.
tional—that Congress has no jurisdic- as
bank.
A bill which has been hard-fought on partment of agriculture:
regards the roads in the eastern section
soon.
out
see
her
to
hope
Due from approved retion over the game in any state, of the town should not go into effect until both sides since the
Manatee county, Fla., built sixtyserve agent*, la
beginning of the sesother
Relatives and friends here of Mrs. Gilreserve cities......
which alone has power to enaot laws January 1, 1916.
The amendment met sion is the so-called “double gauge” lob- four miles of macadam and shell road.
#5.978 01
bert Davis were shocked to learn of her
SJ7I
for its protection. Maine’s answer to with overwhelming defeat, the vote be- ster law, which asked a minimum of nine From 1911 to 1912 land on the road InOnteide checks and other
death by burning Friday.
cash itsms.
inches and a maximum of thirteen inches creased In value $20 per acre, and land
this is to make its State laws conform ing 80 to 37.
and
one
of
our
Fractional
Mrs.
Matilda
.nicks!*
Dorr,
aged
currency
A resolve for the completion of the fish as the legal length for lobsters.
to the federal law, the purpose of
Perhaps a mile away from the road showed an
and cents.
respected women, died Sunday, after a
screen at the outlet of Beech Hill pond, in
no committee has had larger numbers beIncrease of $10 per acre.
\,\U
which ia meritorious.
She
leaves
|
of
abort
illness'
on
Checks
hanks in ths
pneumonia.
Otis, was reported favorable last Wednes- fore it than that on sea and shore fisheries.
Spottsylvanla county, Va., Improved one eon, Oscar A. Dorr, who cared for her,
same city or town as rs*
So many fishermen appeared that on
Saak.
day.
porting
ti;
forty-one miles of road, and land which and one sister, Mrs. Lucy Carter.
Notes of other national
NOW.
The killing of the woman suffrage
two occasions it was necessary to hold the
March 22.
I*
formerly sold on an average of $24.74
banks.
m
leeoive by the House yesterday is a
The House Wednesday voted down the hearings in Representatives hall.
Lawful
reserve
in
The changed hands within three years at
money
bank:
bill to allow druggists to sell intoxicating dealers are largely responsible for this
Cured
Cannot
severe disappointment to the suffraPeafSess
Be
an average of $44.74 per acre.
#10,40 «
Specie.
by local applications, as they cannot reach
8.1W00
double-gauge bill, bnt were supported by
Legal-tender note*
gists, though they may take comfort liquors, by a vote of 86 to 37.
In Dinwiddle county, Va., where 125 the
There is
diseases portions of the ear.
fishermen
from the western part of miles of road were
from the fact that they came nearer
Wednesday was a big day for the suffra- tbe
built, land between only one way to care deafuest. and that is by Doe from C. 9 treasurer
2AH
is
canned
constitutional
remedies.
Deafness
the goal than ever before. The re- gists, when the Senate voted 26 to 4 in the State, while the sentiment from the live and ten miles from Petersburg adby an Inflamed condition of the mucous linTotal. IB34S
resolve to refer the question < eastern section is for no change in the
favor
of
the
of
Tube.
When
this
tnbe
the
Eustschtan
on
an
from
to
ing
vanced
$15.25
solve lacked but ten votes of the
average
LIABILITIES.
is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
of woman suffrage the votes of the people. present length.
$30 an acre in about fifteen instances, imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely Capital stock paid in.
• sc.o«
necessary two-thirds, being 88 to 59.
A license
law
has
been
Their rejoicing was short-lived, however,
passed
funddeafness
is
Hurplu*
closed,
the
1<MK
result,
and
ucleas
Fifty-eight republicans, twenty-five for the House yesterday defeated the re- through the committee which, if it be- while land ten miles from town In- the inflammation can be taken out and this Undivided profit*. #4.468 78
creased on an average In sixteen cases tube restored to its normal condition, hear- Reserved for.
4.468 75
democrats
and
five
progressives solve by a vote of 88 to 60-lacking ten comes operative, will help much, it is being will be destroyed forever; nine cases out Less current etpenee*.
$10.32 an acre.
voted for it, and fifty-one democrats votes of the
imereti, and taaee paid.
of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothi.iw to
lieved, in enforcement. Traps are to be
necessary two-thirds.
In Franklin county, N. Y., where 124 ing but an inflamed condition of the mucous
marked with name and number of the
and eight republicans voted against it.
A new lobster bill was reported in the
Circulating note*. #90,000 06
miles of road were built, eight pieces
and any fisherman found guilty of
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
Lee* amt. on band and In
House last Thursday. This Is a “double- | owner,
of land selected at random showed an | case of Deafness (esused by catarrh) that
treaa. for redemption or
I
offense is punished by loss of license.
cannot be cored by HaU'a Catarrh Core. Send
in transit.
#800 00
which
the
guage”
law,
taking
Increase
of
27.8
prohibits
lm
No action of any recent city govper cent after the
for circulars, free.
-«»
The fifty-four hour law has gone along,
of lobsters under nine or over thirteen
roads
were
while
in
Lee
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. Ohio.
proved
built,
Doe to approved reserve
ernment has caused more favorable
and although the workmen’s com pen saSold by Druggist. 76c.
inches in length. Another bill, designed
agent* in other reserve
county, Va.. which built eighty-four
comment by the people of Ellsworth
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
tion act has had a tempest of oratory
ctliee.
#J»o m
to aid in the enforcement of the law, pro- j
miles of road, land similarly advanced
29
than the vote Monday evening to
hurled
at
it. it will probably pass, as some
Due
to bank* and bankers
vides for the licensing of lobster fisher- i
25 per cent.
: concessions have been made
Unite with Franklin in forming a dis- men and
the labor
(other than Included In
by
invests
wardens
with
Sbtirrttsnnnitg
smacks,
The construction of the bond built
5 or 8.
Uf
to the factory owners. These and
trict for joint superintendence of additional
Demand deposit*:
authority and extends the limit people
highways in several of the counties
I ndividnal deposits subject
schools. It remains now for the of county jurisdiction to the three-mile other labor bills have kept Commissioner mentioned
to check.
has been of decided benefit
|;j,*i 13
Koscoe Eddy in the lime light for the past
To Us
school boards of Franklin and Ells- national limit.
Certificate* of ileuwiit due
to school attendance. In Spottsylvanla
‘1 cannot cat this or that food, it doc*
two weeks.
in let* titan 80 days.
4,984 70
worth to get together, organize, and
Certified check*
90 00
county one consolidated school replaces
not ajtree with me." Our advice to
F. Lt. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, has been
Cashier’* check* outstandperfect plans for the superintendence
of
all
them
is
to
three
one-room
take
a
and
another
schools,
AMHERST.
here several days representing the com*
497 62
ing.
of the schools. It is probable that a
In
consolidated school is planned.
-78,78
Ralph Day, of Clifton, is employed at i missioner of sea and shore fisheries in re
Time deposits:
district superintendent will not be
Dinwiddle county school attendance
! gard to certaiu matters connected with
80
to
or
the home of Leo Jordan.
Deposits
subject
Tablet
more days’ notice........ #200.bt3 TV
Increased 17'*j per cent in one year
chosen until the summer vacation.
the department.
Miss Beulah Kenniston has returned to |
-200,04
before and after each meaL 25c a box.
on
tile improved roads, and several
It is understood that in Ellsworth Mr.
of Woodland,
Jordan,
Representative
Greenville to resume teaching.
E. G. Moore.
Total.
fW*
I is in the hospital critically ill of pneu- school wagons carrying twenty-four
Coniev will be retained as superintenMrs. Hollis Salisbury and little daughBTATE OF MAINE.
pupils each have been put in service.
i monia.
dent for the remainder of the present
or
Kd*r.
ter
are
in
for
a
few
Ooutrrr
IU.vcock
sa.j
I.
tUantrh.
Carolyn
Bucksport
In Lee county school attendance along
j
Senator Cbatto left this afternoon on a
school year.
Small, cashier of the above nam< ‘> !>*«•*.
the Improved roads shows an average
swear that the above statetueol
business trip to Ellsworth.
[ days.
solemnly
a few samples of hosiery
true to the * e#t of my knowledge ami !» lie
Miss Mary H. Kenniston, who has been
I
of 71 per cent against *>2 per cent
J wrich we furnish you. you can easily
A
Hancock
man
whose
county
Kbw. H. .Small « »>hie
a beautilul pair of #4.00
shoe*. Option
Lecture at i'nltarlan Church.
In Wise county, earn
attending the C&stine normal school, is opinions on labor matters have received
along ot#er roads.
Subscribed and sworn to before roe th:»
of premium or 3ft per cent, commission.
There was a large aod appreciative au- home for a short vacation.
of March, 1915.
day
Orders
Va..
several
successful
school
consolidelivered
free.
Satisfaction
considerable
is
attention
guaran|
|
Representative
Lynwood F Oilim.
teed. Send postal for full particulars. Bay
dience at the lecture given at the Unidations have been effected since 1909. State Hosiery
Ward Wescott, of Bluehiil.
Horace Watts, jr., and wife, of Old
Notary Fubll
Co. Inc.. Lyun. Mara.
tarian church Monday evening by Kev.
Correct--At test:
Pole
school
In
this
The
Hancock
Bridge
! Town, are here for several days, called
county,
county's delegation of visitors
U.
S. A. Coins, that are in good conLew is lIoDoama,
Aivah ltoy Scott, Ph. D., of Bangor, under
on the road from Coburn to Wise, rehas suddenly diminished since the pasdition; half cents and cents, from 1738 to
I here by the death of Mr. Watts’ father.
K. O. Si last,
Directors.
the auspices of the Unitarian club.
1857. Highest market prices paid. J. W.
His
Co as. R Brea ill,
sage of the Mt. Desert automobile bill.
places four one-room schools.
Good Will grange held its regular meetChase.
Me.
Ellsworth.
subject, “Some Work and Play in the |
Representatives Morrison and Small have
Field of Literature,” was handled in a ing March 20, with a good attendance. At
—Middle-aged man for work on farm
Insurance &tatrmrni&.
done almost heroic work for their respecyear around.
recess ice-cream and cake were
Apply to Mrs. 8. C.
served.
FEDERAL AID AND GOOD ROADS Thob-kh,
scholarly yet entertaining manner. So- ;
West Hancock; P. O. address, R. F.
! live sides, on this bill, which will go down
NUELITT
PHKNIX FIRE ISv
There
was one
visitor
from
Mariaville
D 4, Ellsworth.
prano solos by Miss Bertha Giles added to
or »IW VO*K CITT, *«w YOSK.
| as one of the most intense fights in tbe Excsrpt From Recent Annual Report of
grange.
the pleasure of the evening.
-In good location, by May 1, furnASSETS DEC. SI. 1*14.
history of this legislature.
ished house preferred. Small family;
Horace Watts, sr., a highly respected |
Dr. Scott said that his study of literaSecretary of Agriculture.
Beal estate.
5T2J
no children. Address W-4», care Amebic ait
Two measures have been introduced
U*
On the subject of good roads the office
ture had been for a better understanding citizen of this town and a veteran of the
Mortgage lorn*.
which
are
i
recently
receiving much
Blocks sod bonds.
11.W1J
1914 report of Secretary Houston says
of men and women. He had made a wide Civil war, died March 16, at the home of
Cash Id office sud bank,
1.42
favorable comment.
Senator Hastings’
A grots’ bslSDCea.
In part:
Jot Sait.
1.401,
study of psychology, and had come to the | his daughter, Mrs. R. J. Grover, after a bill looks to the
keeping of Maine's water
Interest and rents.
“The problem of good roads, so far
conclusion that nowhere can a
person long illness. The funeral was held at the powers within the control of the State,
Wm. Oke or John Meader place, soas the federal government It concernmeet the really constituent parts of man church Thursday afternoon, Rev. Mr.
Gross assets.
called, on the east side Hurry Road, in
*IV4*
and Senator Clark’s bill proposes State
Ellsworth, Maine, consisting of about fifteen Deduct Items not admitted,
so closely as in the realm of good books.
ed, Is how to inject lbs assistance into acres
Hyde, of Bangor, officiating.
of land and good dwelling house and
conservation of forests.
This bill is the
j
March 22.
the situation primarily so as to secure outbuildings. For particulars inquire of
But a good book, he said, m ust be a true porAdmitted assets,
C.
I IS,
| first workable bill of this kind ever pre- efficient expenditure. The people of Febd L. Mason, Ellsworth, Maine, or John H.
LIABILITIES DEC. SI. 1914
trayal of the varying moods of humanity;
sented.
Dansokth, Foxcrofu Maine.
S.
I
NORTH ORLAND.
the nation are Intensely interested In
it muBt not only tell of the pathos of life,
| Net unpaid losses,
*.
nought all furniture | Unearned premiums,
this problem, and pressure will conbut must observe the laughter, and even
of Hotel Bluffs, Ml. Desert Ferry. 1 am I All other liabilities,
Fred Maynard has moved his family to
North Penobscot, March 12,1915.
2.
the touches of sarcasm which are parts of Dedham.
tinue for action by tbe federal govern- offering it at great bargains, private sale. I Cash capital.
May be seen at J. H. Mscomber's, cor. Surplus over ail liabilities,
4.
To the Editor of The American :
ment.
The matter Is of sufficient imthe human life.
Franklin and Pine streets. Telephone either
Frank Bennett lost a span of horses
Id the last issue of The American your
M-ft or 6ft 2 for information. Feans R. Moobk. Total liabilities and
11
to
an
The whole meeting gave satisfaction to
to
surplus,
portance
Justify aguiu
attempt
Tuesday.
Augusta correspondent, referring to the indicate the wise course of action In Ellsworth.
M. ft:. HOLM KB, Agent.
the club members, and encouraged them
Frank Alley, of Medway, is visit- | celebrated DeForrest Keyes claim, states in
with marble
ELLttWORTH, ME.
FOUNTAIN
^Counter
case tbe federal government Is further
for future days. Koy C. Haines, president
*>lab. tumbler washer, soda tanks, icesubstance that in some cases the titles had
his father, L. P. Alley.
cream cabinet and fixtures to go with founto expand Its activities and lend direct
of the club, thanked Dr. Scott for his ing
tain; also iron safe with key; all cheap. Q. A.
L. B. Johnson and wife Bpent last week not been forfeited.
Acga' Notices.
if
kindness in coming to Ellsworth, and
federal
aid
is
be
direct
to
support,
Pakchur.
1 heard that claim argued for the first
expended it should be done only under
hoped that the men and women who had with his grandparents, John Houston and time before a
suLscriber nereoy gives not2 tj, story house on Elm 8t.,
legislative committee, such conditions as will guarantee a
wife, of Long Pond.
assembled would continue their kind inhe has been duly appointed »■
Ellsworth. Will accept part cash aud
lawyer Cornish, now Judge Cornish, ap- dollar's results for
trator of the estate of
Warren Moore, who has been working
mortgage lor the bil.nce
terest in the work which the Unitarian
dollar of ex
Maury L. Cm
every
peared for the State, and also two years peuditure, and, as has been said, the mm. n William 8t.. New York.
| HANNAH C. MARSHALL, late of QCj
club was
endeavoring to accomplish for A. L. Foster at Goose pond and Ed- ago, before the committee on
claims, of emphasis should be placed on the comBORO.
lor batching—8 c. Rhode I.lant
both in a social and literary sense.
dington all winter, is home.
which I was a member, by three able
Red.; winter Inyere; 50c
13 egg. ! in the county of
Hancock, decea*
munity road, on tbe necessity of Im- Mm. Cm,a. qmmt. Ell.worth aettlng
Mrs. Henrietta Billings and Roy Trundy
bonds as the law directs.
given
Falle.
Me.
lawyers appearing for Keyes, and I do not
sons
having demands against the
provement In an economical manner of
went to Surry Sunday, called there by the recall
of said deceased are desired to pre
that any such claim was put forth.
"MOUTH OF THK RIVKK.
the dirt roads of the country, particusame for settlement, and all indebted
Lost.
death of her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Davis,
But attorneys at
the latter
bearing larly through the cheaper forms of con•re requested to make payment imn*<
who
was
burned
to
death
E.
Closson
left
last
A.
for
Friday.
Monday
Capt.
made, to state it mildly, some erroneous
Bbsist 8. Mas
BOOK
No
837
issued
T)A88
by savings dsstruction, such as sand clay, gravel
March 22.
March 2. 1915.
B.
JL
part men t of the Burrill National
Greenport to Join bis vessel, schooner
assertions involving the honor of the
and earth. Legislation should provide hinder will please leave same at the Bank,
bank.
Winchester.
Stste.
for co-operation between the federal Eowaan F. Small, cashier.
ilium xtruuu*.
Your correspondent further states that
Byron Catlyn, wife and little daughter,
SOUTH BLUEHIEL.
government and the states and that
at the bearing before the present legislaLucie Myrl, of Portland, are with Mrs.
2a
let.
the state, through an expert highway
Ernest Varney, of North Brooklin, is
ture, for the first time, no remonstrants commission, should tie tbe
Catlyn’s parents, H. B. Holt and wife.
lowest unit
cutting logs for W. J. Johnson.
orer Moorc’r drug .tore, vacated
The
Lewiston
Journal
has
appeared.
M.
The schooner Louis
Candage, Capt.
with which the federal machinery
Bot w«ter brat and toilet,
Wm. O.
School commenced to-day; Miss Elisa- fallen
b.y
^,r
into the same error. No remon- should deal.
to K. O. Moors. Ellsworth.
■Closson, which wintered in Surry, has beth Orindle, of Bluebill, teacher.
If, tbe federal govern- apply
strants
the
at
two
appeared
hearing
years
taea put in commission, and is loading
tenement oi
p stairs trucuicui
ment recognizes any other unit than
of mree
three
rpENEMENT—Up
^ .11
PAAntft* ntata.
Jg_
Orrin Bickford and wife pleasantly en- ago to combat the three able lawyers on
rooms;
water and
all conveniences. Intor Rockland.
the state hlebwav commission it will
quire ai 40 Laorel St* Ellsworth.
tertained about twenty-Uv* friends March the other side, who had it all their own
lUJWORTH,
complicate the situation In those states
Mrs. Celia Fullerton Carlisle, of Surry,
9, Mrs. Bickford's birthday.
way and could say what they pleased.
where satisfactory developments buve
-was here last week packing her household
•Mrchct maul*
JXouaa.
jeptnal
This
transaction
was
made
Fred
and
wife are receiving
by republi- taken place, in i It will retard moveSylvester
and copies fUrnlahtd
broods to move to Surry. She has sold her
congratulations on the birth of a daugh- can officials of the State when the repub- ments In tbe light direction In
“Blue Sky” Advertisements.
notice, and at
Borne place to her son, Clifford G. Fulother
lican
was
in
full
and
if
the
born
March
party
power,
ter,
11-Dorothy Alberta.
haTinK been made to the
communities."
lerton
Banking
Department
the
the
Stalest
by
following
Mrs. Fred DeMeyer, of Eastbrook, who republican party, representing
named person to be licensed as
Dealer in
that time, did by dishonest or incompeSecurities, under chap. 209. public laws of
has been keeping house for her father this
NORTH BROOK.LIN.
Poor Highway!.
tent methods cheat a nice but self con1913, legal notice is hereby given, aud any Der
has returned home. She was ac- ceited
Poor highway? lesson the profit of son rosy within two weens from the date of
young man out of a small fortune,
Ed Skillenger and wife have moved to winter,
companied by her father, who will make a as his attorneys (or the attorneys who labor. Increase the cost of living, bur- this publication file objection to the proposed
Sedgwick to the Hiram Eaton place.
registration with the banking department.
short visit before going to Northeast Har- own the claim) would have us believe
den the enterprise of the people, dull
and certainly they have left no stone unThe clam factory of Alonzo Carter has bor to start his vessel.
Pascal RGilmore.
Ma7n”:
turned to blacken the honor of the State- the morality of our citizenship and
1. fc Vernon.
Been torn down, and is being moved to
March 22.
C.
then let that party get down on its Bold down the educational
Bank Commissioner.
advanceMany advertisers forget
Tiaekeag.
knees and acknowledge its sins and ask
ment of the couhtry.
OC <an Kal«e Turk.,. |„ Maine.
the forgiveness of a dishonored State.
ing epaee in a newspaper
A
Henry Grindle, who about a year ago
Japanese Gardena.
woman who is rais
1B ug
them
InCui
And
ng
by
hnn<
its
Oy
officials
Dever
a
cheat
trustmay
ill Mt. how
h». ah**
ah.
a”/
cording to the circulation
dreds
tells just
*waa burned out and moved to Brooklin,
does it
it sad
The Japanese lay out tbelr gardens ing public by striving for undue advances
mu DOW
-7
how y«t
ran in
iha Fine
Wans
can.
in the
Tree Poultry Herald neat Advertising space in a
of Good Roada Movement.
Importance
■visited old triendB here yesterday.
of
their
salaries.
scenes
In
their
H.
so as to suggest famous
poultry and pet Hock papei in the world.
Of the 2.000.0ti0 miles of public roads
Sample copy aud 24c coupon free. HBKALD 1 circulation is dear at
This community feels itself fortunate to history. Miniature landscapes are laid
Bo* 8., Belfaat. Maine.
in the United States only about 300.lisker may demand,
Note
Since
the
above
letter
was
of
BtueJU
Mason,
aeeure Mias Orendie
out so as to recall well known spots in written the
Tree Poultry Herald won at be.
there can be no
legislative committee on the 000 miles have been given a hard surin competition with
jbill, to teach the school which reopened history and suggest the events that Keyee claim has reported a resolve face. This shows the
poultry public a- results the money which
Importance of
Are you reeding lit It net,
„„
write for
authorising Mr. Keyes to bring an action the good roada movement.
to-day.
have taken place there.
cample oopv and Me coupon free.
at law or in equity against the State.
Xenophon.
HEBALD, invests it lost
March 22.
Box 8., Belfaat. Maine.
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'oCNTY NEWS.

return

from Beat Harbor, where abe is
the home of William Adam
Brown. Fred L. Savage, the architect, ia
making extensive repairs there.
H. A. Perry has purchased the house of
H. L. Graham on Federal
street, and expects to occupy It soon.
Schools closed Friday for a vacation un-

BROOKUN.
W. Bridges and Harry Bridges
MM. A.
iMt «<* “>
who hat been viattMr». E. H. Bridgaa,

Machiatport, it home.
spent
I Fr,nk Staple*, ol Lewiatoo,
here.
in

|ng

LeeK-end

hla family
Cole haa
Mia* Rachel
where ahe

iBoaton.

the

til

with

apent

returned
weeks.

from

from

attending

been

ahe haa

men

who hat* been

iGra.Vi

I

are

aleo open March 30.

Miss Laurel

and

visiting

in

Boston,

home.

Mr*. Nancy J. Parker haa returned from

K Blue bill. Where ahe haa
|da lighters.

been

visiting

her

Mra. Martha Nutter ia borne from
I Groton, Man*., where ahe hat been email months.

—

Laatorol

Mrs. Augusta Staples, who baa spent the
in Koxbury and Rockland, re-

funeral was beld at the home
Rev. Mr. Patterson officiating.
Match 22.

WEST THE MONT.w
A little son came to gladden the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Oaiton Heed March 13.
Edwin Hutnill la home to work for his
father, U W. Rumill, the coming summer.

Saturday, accompanied by
Carman Staples, of

Iter granddaughter,
Ikockland.

|

|

tides

a

w

idow,

he leaves

a son

afternoon.

Rev.

S.

".

Treworgy

isAK

MAKBUH.

grip.
KiUwrorth,

Ernest Sargent, of
on bicycle repairs.

Thursday,

with

an
a

all-day
picnic

Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus'.
has
been received from

at

Interment

was

1

Mrs. F. W. Lunt and daughter, Mrs. O.
Tolraan, leave to-day for Boston for a
short visit.
Mrs. Sadi.- Lacount will keep
house for Mrs. Lunt.

Jordan

Undeveloped Water Powers,

Await

Edwin Lopaus have be*

E. B. Iteed and

gun work at Moose island on
for J. L. Stanley A .Sons.
Mrs.

the

weirs

was

killed

a

few

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

Keed and

Bessie

Noyes sprained

Mr. and

Mrs.

are

NIAGARA

to

live

ta in

town

81.00 at Druggists.

FIRE

INSURANCE

CO.

NBW YORK

there this

*-

summer.

to work

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Dash in office and bank,

$

69,643 26
620,906 06
666,000 00
73,024 19
182,16? 10
19,030 91
100 00

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,
Net nnpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Dash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,524,381 57
WM. E. WHITING, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Bert Witharn, and certain sawed lumber attached on the writ.
Clyde Fenton, by Edward B.
Fenton, of Sorrento, county ©! Han
cock, Maine, has brought a lien suit against
Bert Witharn, of Damariscotta, county of
Lincoln, Stale of Maine, and has attached
to enforce a lien claim for the sum ot eight
dollars, certain sawed lumber now lying on
the bank of Frenchman’s Bay in the county
of Hancock, town of Sullivan, at a point
situated about three hundred feet south of
the Sullivan Harbor postofiice, the owner of
said sawed lumber being unknown to the
aDd whereas said suit is now pendug in said Ellsworth Municipal court, at said
Ellsworth, within and for said county of
Hancock, and whereas the owner of said
lumber has not voluntarily appeared and become a party to said suit.
Now, therefore, notice of said suit is ordered
by the publication of a copy of this notice, attested by the recorder of said EllBworth
municipal court, in the Ellsworth American,
a
newspaper published in said Ellsworth,
two weeks successively before the first Tuesday of April a. d. 1915, to which time said suit
is continued, at the Ellsworth municipal
court room, in said Ellsworth, when and
where the owner of said lumber may appear
and become a party to said suit.
R. E. Mason,
Judge of Ellsworth Municipal Court.
A true copy,
Attest T. F. Mahonby.
Recorder Ellsworth Municipal Court.

WHEREAS,

For Restoring Color and
Bea-itytoCiray or Faded Hair.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1914.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents' balances.
Interest and rests,
All other assets.

Seal Cove.

Mrs. James Parker and
MisB Fannie
I King are ill.
Mrs. Verney King and daughter Edna
Hass Harbor talent gave the play, "The
Pedlers Parade,” at
of P. ball for the left Saturday for Bangor for a few days.
twuetU of Kobie Kumill, who is still unThe entertainment at Ward’s ball Tuesable to work. The K. of P. brothers and day was a success. Proceeds, f37, for the

Lopaus expect

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

Endurance Statemene.
Friday.
visiting at

CO.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Ellsworth Municipal Court
Case No. 9042.
March Term, 1916.
Clyde Fenton, by Edward B. Fenton

PORTLAND, MAINE.

60c. and

INS.

lUgal !Notirc&,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILRGAD

her ankle

Dresser

flKK St MARINE

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MANSET.

I
|

Development.

I

Emily M. Savage, late of Mount Desert, in
First account off
county, deceased.
George A. Savage, administrator, filed |for
said

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

are

years later.
Davis.

cause.

DBTROIT, MICHIGAN.
ASSETS DEC. 31,1914.

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Farming Land

to

81, 1914.

Vet unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Dash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Agents’ balances,

Unlimited Raw Material,
and

§563,500 00
5,834,068 32
475.726 02
558,649 63
89.219 67
94,186 89

rilaintiff;

Gross assets.
§7,555,450 08
Kxtcn*ive repairs are being made at
Deduct items not admitted,
52,576 87
iifleld & Joy’s boat wharf.
jI sisters furnished
Admitted assets,
refreshments. Proceeds, Baptist society.
373 16
$7,502
Charles Mitchell left last Saturday to
LIABILITIES DEO. 81, 1914.
foo. Music was by Newman's band, of
Elizabeth Stanley and Helen Smallidge, Net
attend the Gordon theological school.
347,81512
unpaid losses.
Manse t.
of Northeast Harbor, visited at Mrs. Ellen Unearned premiums,
8382,592 68
Aaivitits have begun on several of the
March 22.
Thelma.
All other liabilities,
85332 35
week.
last
Stanley’s
A
seems
at
Cash capital,
counts.
1300.000 00
very buej season
2387,438 01
aid society met at Mrs Surplus over all liabilities,
The
ladies’
hand.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Hubert Spurling’s Wednesday. All report Total liabilities and surplus,
$7,502,878 16
Work haa been resumed on the forest
Misa Vida K. Cleaves, who has spent the
The youngest present was
M. B. HOLMKS, Agent.
a good time.
path* under the direction of Andrew Lis- winter in Boston, ia home.
ME.
Walter
three
months.
ELLSWORTH,
Byron
Joy, aged
comb.
NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
L. B. Deasy and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Otto A. Wilson, of Tremont,
The grammar school dosed Friday. MERRIMACK MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
William T. Burton and daughter left
in the county of Hancock and State of
spent the week-end at Qapt. Deasy’s.
AMDOVBB, MASS.
Pupils with perfect record: Morris DoliiMaine, by hia mortgage deed dated August 18.
Tuesday for New York to attend the
Mra. Moaea Stanley entertained the ver, Julia Hsncock. Perfect in attendance:
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
a. d. 1905 and recorded in Hancock county
flower anow.
Maine, registry of deeds, book 429, page 127,
library elnb Thursday. She served ice* Helen Decost, Evelyn Hopkins, Mildred Mortgage loans.
conveyed to Pnebe F. Gray, of said Tremont,
Collateral loans.
Miss Wuherage, of New York, interior creaai and cake.
one undivided seventh (1-7) part of a certain
Hopkins, John Hopkins, Davis Hobinson, Stocks and bonds,
lot or parcel of land with the buildings theredecorator, was in town Thursday on her
Master George Albert Colwell, of South Lester Staples, Franklin Ward, Hazel Cash in office and bank,
on situated in Tremont aforesaid and on the
Agents’ balances,
east aide of Baas Harbor, “so-called.” bounded
Leach
Francis
bis
Connors,
Kamadell,
Interest
and
grandfather
Conary.
Hancock, accompanied
rents,
and described as follows to wit: Beginning
dJHUl'uaC&aitt
Miss Stover returned Saturday to her home
home for the week-end.
on the east shore of Bass Harbor at the southGross assets.
west corner of the John R. Bickford lot. (now
in
Caatine
for
two
weeks’
vacation.
She
Deduct
items
net
admitted,
Misa Beulah O. Gore, of Woodland, arowned by Frank McMnllin) and following
Bickford's south line easterly to land of
rived Saturday night. School reopens to- wilt return for the spring term.
Admitted assets,
$309,858 68 said
Delia Thurston, thence by said Thuiston’s
March 22.
Lilac.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1914.
day for a term of twelve weeks.
south line to land formerly owned by Moses
Net unpaid losses,
$ 7,284 21 Richardson, thence by said Richardson’s south
Mrs. Louis P. Cole entertained at dinner
■nay bring sickness, doctors bills and
BLUEH1LL FALLS.
Unearned premiums,
209,448 59 line to the town or connty road, thence by said
Allother liabilities,
60,296 95 road southerly fifteen and one-half (16^)
loss of work; you know that serious Monday for her mother, Mrs. Charles
Miss Bernice Meservey is ill.
32,888 88
rods, thence north 86° east, thirtAen (13) rods,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Biance. The "girls of 1843” enjoyed the
sickness usually starts with a cold, and
theuce south eight (8) rods, thence south 86°
Mrs. Ueorge Velvic has been housed for Total liabilities and surplus.
reunion.
$309,858 63 west thirteeen (18) rods, thence south 74° west
a cold
only exists where weakness
to the shore, theuce by the shore northerly to
a bad foot.
M. K. HOLMES, Agent.
John W. Stinson, Jr., and Guy R. a month with
the place of beginning, containing five (5;
exists. Remember that.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Frank Teagle has had “the Nest”, an
acres more or less.
students at Coburn ciasaicai. inWhitten,
Overcome the weakness and nature
Also an undivided seventh part of another
stitute, WaterviKe, are home for the old landmark at the Point, taken down.
INS. COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA. lo» situated in said Tremont and on

|

WHEREAS,

THAT COLD YOU HAVE

cures

the cold—that is the law of
Carefully avoid drugged pills,

reason.

syru;>s or stimulants; they are only
props and braces and whips.
It is the pure medicinal nourishment
in Scott's Emulsion that
quickly enriches the blood, strengthens the lungs
and helps heal the air
passages.
And mark this well—Scott’s Emulsion generates
body heat as protection
against winter sickness. Get Scott’s
at
your drug store to-day. It always
strengthens and builds up.
M"J1

Scott a Itownc. Bloomfield,

N.

J.

your freckles
Attention in February ami 31arch
or Face
May Stay Covered.
N°w is the time to take
special care of
tbe complexion if
wish it to look well
you

tbe rest of

the year.

^*rch winds have

a

The February and
strong tendency to

briuK out

freckles that may stay all sum*
mer unless removed. Now is the time to

Easter vacation.

°thine—double strength.
prescription for the removal of
freckles was written by a prominent
Physician and is usually so successful
fbat it is sold
by druggists under guar-

antee to refund the
money if
*n ounce of
othine—double
©ven a few

it fails.

Get

strength, and

Little Dorothy Friend, of Brockton,
Mass., visited her aunt, Mrs. A. T. Conary,

Miss Edna Havey
from teaching.

returned Saturday

Frederick Nason went to his home in
Saturday.

Mrs. Edith Candage and children have
returned from Penobscot, where they
spent two weeks.
CBL'.MBS.
March 22.

Mrs. Maurice Tracy and daughter went
toStoniuglon Monday.
Eugene Ash and w ile have moved into
the tenement

on

the

Ferry

road.

Bar Harbor, is visiting her sister, Mrs. James McN'orton.
Miss Uoris Hooper, who is employed in
Miss

Amy liyer,

ol

Bangor, spent the week-end with her
mother, Mrs. Gilbert Hooper.
Mrs. Nelson Bunker was happily sur-

prised

one

called and
chair.

evening last week wheu (riends
presented her w ith a handsome

has gone to
Miss Pauline Kingsley
West Uouldsboro. Miss Ethel Hodgkins to
Hancock and Miss Gladys Uolle toGouldsboro tor the school vacation.
March 22._M.

PKETTY MAKSH.
Mrs. Madison Snow, of Beal Harbor, is
with her lather, Capt. Freeman, at the
Freeman house.
Fred Bartlett is making repairs on the
house owned by Merritt Ober, known as
the

Hersey

house.

EAST OKLAMJ.

house

was

News has been received ol the death ol

This bank not
only a (ford, unquestioned protection lor aavinn, but
•ads to all
dapoaits at a liberal rate

01intereet.

Hancock Co. Sarim Bank, E Haworth

(Mpt. Edward Payson Atherton, at his
Feb. 25.
Capt.
borne at Addison, on
Atherton was a native ol Pretty Marsh,
having been born at the Atherton homestead here Feb. 5,1843. He is well remembered by the older residents. He Haves a
widow, Mrs. May (Chandler) Atherton.
G.
March IS.

burned.

Relatives here of Freeman O. Leach were
pained to hear of bis death this morning
at his home in Ellsworth.
The fish hatchery began
for distribution.

hauling tish to-

E.

J. Wiley has returned to Camden
after a few days, at his home here.

1

iUgal Nona*.

M.
STATK

EAST BLUE HILL.
Miss Palmyra Wallace is home from
school at Farmington.
Louis Boslelmann, of Corning, N. Y.,
spent Friday and Saturday here.
Miss Bertha Trumble, of Belfast, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank Webber.
open to-day, with Miss Eleanor
Howard teacher in the grammar school
and Miss Ethel Stover in the primary.
Q.
March 22.
An Idle Headsman.
Among the strange customs honored
In Persia Is one which empowers an
executioner, after performing his dread
office, to claim the payment from the

OF

MAINE.
Has^m-k ms.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the second day of
March, in the year of
nine hundred and
our Lord one thousand
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copv of the last will and testament
and cordicils thereto of
ANNE FRAZER CONRAD, late of PHILADELPHIA,
in the county of Philadelphia, and commonwealth of PenneyIvania, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said county of Phlladelpia, duly authenticated, haying been presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probata
con. t of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persona interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han
cock.-^rrior to the sixth dav of April, a. d.
1915, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and tor said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreshow cause, if any they have,
noon, and
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the < rigiual order.
Attest:—E. E. Chase, Register.

A

Schools

j

relatives of the victim of a |
sum, not exceeding 500 tomans, or $890.
Rarely, however, is this sum forthcom- j
lng, and as a consequence the murderer Is often imprisoned for life on account of the refusal of the executioner
1
to work for nothing. The sentence is,
commuted
therefore,
mechanically
more often than not.—St. Louis Poetor

j

|
j

j

Dispatch.

86

147,781 76

Total liabilities and surplus,
§18,310,715
M. E. HOLMES Agent.
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

day

March 22.

$18,458,496

Admitted assets.
§18,310,715
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1914.
Net unpaid losses,
§1.739.648
Unearned premiums,
7318,867
All other liabilities,
100,000
Cash capital,
4.000.000
Surplus over all liabilities,
4,622,198

Forsyth is moving a bouse, Which
recently bought of Willard Luut, from
the Bfeck Kidge to the lot where his
A. M.

he

Mrs. Louise Liscomb, of Seal Harbor,
application! should show a
improvement, some of the has been spending a tew days with her
smaller freckles even vanishing entirely.
parents
sister, Mrs. Benjamin Carter.

worT

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Hallowell

wonderful

make your cash

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Real estate,
$ 235,300 00
Mortgage loans,
222,025 00
Stocks and bonds,
14,825.114 16
Cash in office and bank,
1,233,737 17
Agents’balances,
1,661,797 52
Bills receivaole.
119.195 57
Interest and rents?
161,327 44

last week.

WEST SULLIVAN.

U8e

This

C.

March 22.

Sixteen ounce* of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisement*
of THE AMERICAN.

the east
ot Bass Harbor, bounded aud described as
to wit:
Beginning at the northwest
corner of P. W. Richardson's lot and in the
east line of the old Thurston lot. now owned
oy Dr. Watson et als, and following said,
side

follows,

Thurston east line northerly to the old Ship
Harbor Road, theuce by said road easterly to
the north end of the old Manchester Gate
Way, thence by the Manchester wi-Bt line
southerly to the shoreof Ship Harbor, thence
by said shore southerly and westerly io P.
W. Richardson's uorth line, thence by said,
north line westerly to the place of beginning
aud containing eighty acres iuore or less
Also one seventh (17) part of one twelfth
(1 12) part of “the old Thurston lot”, situated
in said Tremont and on the east side of Bass
Harbor and now owned by Dr. Willis Watson
and others.
Meaning and intending to convey mv one-seventh interest in the above described property, the estate cf the late James
L Wilson, deceased.
Whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
(hereof, I claim a foreclosure of saia mortgage,
and give this, notice for that purpose
Phbbic F. Gray,
by Geo. R. Fuller, her attorney.
Dated this 2*2d day of March a. d. 1915.
STATU or MAINE.
County of Hancock ss.
To Ruth M. Thomas, now commoraot of the
city, county and state of New York, form
erly of Eden. Hancock county, Maine.
HURRAS
Ruth M. Thomas, on the
seventh dav o» September. 1912, mortgaged to Fred Watson, of Eden. Hancock
county, Maine, one upright Weiser Bros.
dark finish case, and now being at the
orae of George H. Preble, Eden street, Bar
Harbor, Maine, to secure payment of fifty
dollars, which mortgage (security note) i9 recorded in the town records of the town of
Eden, book 25, page 137; and whereas tte conditions of said mortgage (security note) have
been broken, now, therefore, notice is hereby
given of my intention to foreclose salt!
mortgage (security note) for breach of its
conditions.
Fkkd Watson.
Bar Harbor, Me., March 9. 1915.

W

Eiano,

rpHE
X of

To all persons interested In either of the
estate* hereinafter named:
I
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the ssobndl
day of March, a. d, 1916.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon herein*
hfter indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to h«
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they nny
appear at a probate court to be held at EU«worth in said com ty, on the sixth day off
April, a. d. 1916, at ten of thd clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they stO

THE

bank,

Admitted
«ts.
LIABILITIES DEC.

MICHIGAN

give opportunity to those desiring to make
change in location tor a new start In life.

Good

legal Notice*.

rotal liabilities and surplus,
2,374,403 76
WM. K. WHITING. Agent.
ME.
ELLSWORTH,

the line o( tbe

a

beside her husband here in

March £1.

A.

on

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Mrs. [ Evergreen cemetery. Kalph Jordan, her
Jasper Norwood, who went to the Eastern ouly child, came on the long journey with
Samuel Jordan, wife and
Maine general hospital March 13, that she the remains.
sou went West about thirty years ago. Mr.
is doing well.

Mrs.

H. JL Graham ia ill of

next

dmuer,
Word

—

officiating. The sympathy ol the coinn.unity is extended to tLe family.
March 22.
UNE 1- k.mmk.

the schooner Crescent.

session

two

this

joiu

runs

Located

John O. Whitney, ot Ellsworth Falls.
E. Lord and wile, of Ellsworth Falls, will
occupy it tor a summer home.
The funeral of Mrs. Lillian Carr Jordan,
of Oregon, widow of Samuel Jordan, a
former resident here, was largely attended
at the home of her brother, Ueorge Carr,
of North Mariaville, Sunday afternoon.

Walter S. Lunt left to-day for Portland
The W. T. 1. society will hold

and CAMPS

to

Mrs. 1,. B. Sprague spent the week-end
Lena A. Bobbins.

to

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,

the shore of Beech Hill lake has been sold

with Mrs.

Ralph, and

also a
hall-ainter
grandchildren,
Mra. R. W. Smith and
and brother
Austin U. Herrick, all of this place. Mr.
Bent wasa Civil w ar vetera litbaving served
in the navy. He was a member of James
A. Garik id post. U. A. R, of itiuehill.
He had lived in town att his life and had
many friends. The funeral will be held

The Albert Kincaid place that

Siunrcancc Statements.
DKTKOIT KIKK * NAHINk INS. CO.,
96 SHHLBV STRKBT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
ASSETS DEO. 31.1914.
Steal estate,

LOCA-

SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

Eben Warren and James Lynch’s iceboat has attracted much attention on
Beech Hill lake the past week. It is the
first boat of the kind here.

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY
40 A No. Market St., Boston, Maas.

Gross assets,
Deduct 1 teals not admitted.

QUARRIES, FACTORY

a.

|

James I. Beni died Saturday, at the age
ol eighty years.
Although Mr. Bent
had not been strong lor several years, he
bad been in his usual health until a week
Beago, when he began to fall rapidly.

Railroad

CROPS

raised on New England Animal Fertilizers
because theyy are specially prepared from Organic
Matter with]high grade Potash. They meet tjle
ts of New England farms,
j
requirements
Sond for our crop book.
Aa»s«twaal»dln wer aw. Writ* ea a boot it.

[merest and rents,
til other assets,

Central

Saturday,

Everett Higgins, ot Lamoine, who came
Saturday to attend the funeral ot his aunt,
Mrs. Lillian Jordan, was a guest of Henry
E. Brawn and wife.

SATISFACTORY
are

tgents' balances,

Mrs. Arthur Moore, ot Gardiner, is visiting her mother at the Young homestead.
Helen, little daughter ot Emery Willey,
is critically ill. Many others are on the
sick list, including Mrs. W. Johnson, an
old lady.

|an

ENGLAN
FFRTILI Z,b»

Cash in office and

OTIS.

The senior data of the high school gave
entertainment and social at the grange
George W. Lunt and wife are home from
j bail Wednesday evening, which was Arlington, Maea., where they have been
I much enjoyed. Net proceeds, fl3, towards visiting their daughter, Mrs. R. M.
I Simonds.
expenses of graduation.
L. 8. Springer accompanied bis deughThe people were called out Friday afternoon to tight a grass lire near Kggemog- ter, Mrs. Jasper
Norwood, to Bangor,
I
the annex. I where she went for medical treatment at
gin inn, which threatened
t
The Are was caused by a man throwing the hospital.
down a match after lighting his pipe.
March 15.
,Thelma.
Schools in the grades begin to-day with 1
Issac Murphy, who has been quite
ill,
the billowing teachers: MUs Lana Cous- ia out.
ins, village; M is* Ruby Mason, of BlueMrs. Sarah A. Reed ia visiting her niece,
hill, Haven; Miss Ada Herrick, West
Mra. George W. Lunt.
Brooltlio; Miss Luetta Bridges, No. 7; |
Mrs. Ktiza Kumill is visiting her son,
Ml,- Orrndie Mason, of Hluebill, North
Brooklin; MissUaynell Bridges, Naskcag. J. H. Kumill, at Seal Cove.

[the

Mark

NEW
ANIMAL

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Hocks and bonds,

Harry Noyes, one of Castine’s town
boys, died at his home on Main street
The
Wednesday, after a brief illness.

husband and three children
Everett B.,
Alton and Marie; alao a brother, Frank
E. Walls, of Bar Harbor.
March 22.
M.

call has been extended to Rev. Mr.
I West, Of "'eat Rutland, Vt., to become
the Biptiat church.
A

home

“•*vy ■“<* dull, twitching
itching of the now, itching of
rectum, abort dry coogh, grinding of
the teeth, little red points sticking out on
tongue, starting during aleep, alow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the 80 years time-tried
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, will
expel the worms and restore the vim and
vigor to your cbildt Good tot adulta also.
Discovered by my father over 80 years ago.
36c, SOo and fl.00 at all dealers’. Advice
free. Special treatment for tapeworms.
Send for book.

TrVae

eyelids,
the

a

ployed

[vinter
turned

in

J. H. Butterfield, who was one of the
thrown from tfce automobilaon Mann
bill last week, was found to have a bone in
one foot broken, and will be laid
up Cor and wife.
several weeks.
Mr. Perry, who has employment in W.
Nellie M., wife of Fred A. Harvey, died
H. Hooper’s garage, is spending the week
Friday, aged forty-eight years. She bad in Portland.
been in ill health for some time, suffering
Rosmar Devereux was taken to the
from heart trouble. Mrs. Harvey was a
native of Trenton, the daughter of Capt. Webster hospital Saturday, having contracted a severe case of pneumonia.
Kben E. Moore and wife. She leaves

normal

esool.
Mina Klaie Sherman

.Signs or worms are: Indigestion, variable appetite, craving tor sweets, nansea,vomiting, swollen upper lip, sour
stomacb, offensive
breath,
k bard and full belly, eyes

are

Cherryfleld.
Q. A. Benjamin and family are spending
a few days in Portland.
Mrs. Spurting and two daughters are
spending this week at Bandy Point.
Wayne Hnssey, a student of the E. M.
C. S., is home for the spring vacation.
Mrs. lewis Staples and Mrs. Ella Bevan
spent several days last week in Camden.
Mias Emma Coombs, who teaches In
Fairfield, is home for the spring vacation.
Eugene Osgood and wife, of Btuehill,
were guests last week of Oecrge Wardwell

Victor Urindle and Leland Morton have
been in town this week to put an engine
into their boat, which is to be need in
tending their weir at Oak Point.

is home from Castine,
Miaa Ruth Kane

l.aen

Mother* often wonder why their children ere not rugged and hardy. In a vaet
number of caaee the trouble ia—Worms.

bu.l-

Mrs. Helen Kea and two children

visiting

Thursday

Rowland Saturday.

on

neea.

Superintendent and Mrs. Palmer left
for Portland. After a f«Nv days
In that city
they will go to New York.

two

return* to North
Jliaa Evelyn Gray
to resume teaching.
uaon Thursday,
a d Miss Muaa DolUim Helen Mayo
I returned

CASTIHE.
Clarence Wheeler is in Boston

Tuesday, March 30. The kindergarten

will

SS&brrt(*mfnt«.

9trf>crttanhnm.

NEWS.

COUNTY

decorating

subscriber. William Roscoe Thayer,
the city of Cambridge, county of
Middlesex, commonwealth of Massachusetts,
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed executor of the last will and testament of
MARY O. H. LONG8TRETH. late of the
city and county of PHILADELPHIA,
■ommonwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased; no
bonds being required by the terms of said
will; and that he has appointed Edward B.
Mears, of 26 Mount Desert street, in the town
of Eden, county of Hancock and State of
Maine, ss his agent within the said State of
Maine. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to pre
sent the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately. (Sgd) William Roscok Thaykk.
Febi uary 27,1915.

settlement.
}
David Sawyer, Iste of
Castine, in said
county, deceased. First account of Charles
filed
for settleMcCluskey, administrator,
■*
ment.
Thomas C.'.G. Furbish, of Bucksport, in said
county. Third account of Wiley 0. Conary,
guardian, filed for settlement.
Thomas Nickerson, Junior, and Elisabeth
Hardy Nickerson, minors of Seattle, Washington. Fourth account of Frederick J. Ranlett, guardian, filed for settlement,
Rockwell S. Spencer, late of Dedham, is
said county, deceased. First and final account of Thomas R. Spencer, administrator*
filed for settlement.
Albert Atkinson, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Joshua
E. Gross, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased.
George W. Jordan, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Susie P. Jordan, widow, for an allowance out
of the personal estate of said deceased.
Annie S. Pherson, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Jar roll J.
Dunn, administrator, that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirs-at-law of said
deceased the amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator, upon the filing of hia
second and final account.
Augusta 8. Harden, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Edwaid H. Harden, administrator, that an order
is issued to distribute among the heirs-atlaw of said deceased, the aniout remaining in
the han^s of said administrator, upon tho
settlement of his final account.
Horatio N. Joy. late of Ellsworth, in said
county deceased. Petition filed by Charles W.
Currier, administrator with the will annexed,
that an order be issued to distribute among
the beirs-at-law of said deceased, the amount
remaining in the hands of said administrator
with the will annexed, upon the settlement of
his second account.
John B. Redman, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Erast us
F. Redman, executor of the last will aud
testament of said deceased, that the amount
of inheritance tax upon the estate of said deceased be determined by the judge of probate.
Lucian Sumner, late of Amberst, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Myra E. Sumner,
the executrix therein named.
Prank T. Bridges, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument parporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by R. C. Bridges, the
executor therein named.
Andrew J. Gott, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to he the last will and testament of said deceased. together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Lucy C. Gott, the
executrix therein named.
Maria M. Wescott, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument parporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Clifton R. Wescott,
the executor therein named.
Ida E. Jones, late of Somerville, county
Middlesex, Massachusetts, deceased. Petition that Louis F. Jones or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased, presented by
Louis F. Jones, a son of said deceased.
Sarah Parker, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Austin Snow
or some other suitable person be
appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by Grace Foster, a creditor of said
deceased.
Hiram B. Harding, late of Sedgwick, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Frank
H. Harding or some other suitable person bo
appointed administrate r of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Jane M. Harding,
widow of said decea>ed
Annie 8. Pherson, late of Fnklin. in said
county, deceased. Second and final account
of Carroll J. Dunn, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Mary H. Roberts, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. First account of Fred L.
Roberts, administrator, filed for settlement.
Horatio N. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Charles
W. Currier, administrator with the will annexed, filed for settlement.
Edward Kelleran Harris, late of Palatka,
Florida, deceased. First and final account of
Annie C. Harris, executrix, filed for settlement.
John B. Redman, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Erastus
F Redman, executor, filed for settlement.
■Thankful D. Patterson, late of Bucksport,
in said county, deceased.
First account of
Harry F. Ames, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Thomas Morgan RotcfT, late of
Boston,
commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased.
Petition filed by Arthur G. Rotch. of New
Bedford, and Henry W. Palmer, of Newton,
both of the commonwealth of Massachusetts,
praying that the appointment of said petitioners named *s trustees in ihe hist will and
testament of said deceased, may be confirmed
by said court.
Robert Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Mark CDevereux. William W'. Sellers and* Arthur W-.
Perkins ali of said Penobscot, selectmen and
overseers of the poor for said town,
praying
that ft. Brainerd v'oudon,
Harvey Leach, Otis
Leach and Elijah S Heath, all of said Penobscot, be appointed trustees of the estate given
in trust in the last will and testament of
said deceased. The trustees named in said
will being now deceased.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of said Court
A true expy of the original order.
Attest:—E. E. Chase. Register.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of the estate of
LYDIA J. COBB, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and
Riven bonds as
the law directs
All personhaving demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make
payment immediately
Hebbkrt 8. Cobb..
March 2, 1915.
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Cosgrove’s
Comedy
An Incident of Travel'
By EPES W1NTHROP SARGENT
Copyright by Frank A. Munsey Co.
Cosgrove stepped aboard a morning
train at Philadelphia for New York.
The weather was pleasant, and, after
he had finished his newspaper, he
leaned back In his chair and looked
oot through the window.
Why is It that a man Is more impressible while traveling than during
the ordinary routine of life's duties,
pleasures, rests? Animal trainers say
that if they wish to train a dog they
try various dogs till they find one
whose attention they can secure. Perhaps this is so with Cupid. The little
god waits till he gets a man in contiguity with a woman when he has
nothing else to think about At any
rate, many a man has met big fate on
a train.
Hinton
Cosgrove
mentally gave
thanks that the girl across the aisle
was so absorbed in her newspaper.
Cosgrove could not do much reading
on the train.
The shifting lights made
his head ache.
A crowd of noisy drummers. Jubilant
over their nearness to New York, were
filling the cafe car with the smoke
from their cheap cigars and had rendered the place unbearable.
It was
pleasant to sit back in his chair and
study the girl opposite.
Cosgrove enjoyed mysteries, and
here was one ready at hand to beguile
the tedium of the trip to town.
To begin with, she was rather more
than pretty and, moreover, possessed
an air of distinction that added to her
physical charm. She wore her fashionably tailored gown with the air of
one used to good dressing, yet the
hand bag that rested at her feet was
worn and shabby—a relic of the days
when paper Imitations of alligator hide
were “quick sellers" in the shoddy

Uon he coaid see her that evening laboriously answering the advertiser*.
Probab'y she had already arranged to
go to some working girls' home, and
she would enter on her task with the
confidence of a novice.
He could trace the gradual growth
of disappointment at her lack of success, the dwindling of the scanty funds
and Anally the abandonment to despulr.
And then! Would she go back to the
squalid home—or would she stay?
It all seemed so real to him that
she returned before be remembered to
put back the paper. She gracefully accepted his apology and tendered Its
longer use In well chosen words, but
he blunderingly thanked her and retired In confusion to the diner for a
lunch he did not care for.
He braved the si ioke from the drummers' cigars until the train had passed Newark. Then he went back to his
seat with his mind made up.
But It was not until the train had
crept Into the shed at Jersey City and
they were hurrying down the platforfn
between the tracks that he at last
found courage to speak.
“I beg your pardon," he stammered
as he raised bis hat "I suppose you
will think me meddlesome, but I could
not help seeing that you were Interested In the ‘want’ advertisements."
They had passed the gate, and she
turned and faced him, polite lnqairy
in her expression.
“You see." he hurried on, “I don't
suppose that you—that Is, your frleud
—realizes that most of the places adNow, If—
vertised are already filled.
er—your friend Is looking for a stenographic position there Is n vacancy In
my office. If you will call—that Is, if
your friend will call—tomorrow after S
perhaps It might be arranged."
“I thank you,” she said gratefully as
she took his card. "At 3. you said?"
“At 3. The exchange does not close
until then.”
He raised his hat and turned away.
He congratulated himself on that fiction of a friend. It had made It very
easy for him to speak, and he saw that
she understood.
They needed another typist In the ofWithin twenty-four hours she
fice.
would be Installed In his employ.
What might not the future bring
forth?
Cosgrove had never known time to
drag so slowly. The hands of the big
clock behind the chairman’s little balcony seemed to stand still as he
moved Impatiently about the floor of
the exchange. Once when Sugden met
him and had begun to complain of his
typewriter Cosgrove had mentioned
the paragon he was to have In his em-

The Town of
Hollowell

Till* Curious Bushy Growth Is th<
Clown of Vegetation.
Though Marl; Twain tolls about coy
otes and prairie dogs, animals which 1

NORTH BEDQW1CK.

POULTRY

Mrs. Charles Allen, who has been qDi,,
111, is better.

and EGGS

looked for, but regret to say I did not
be Ignores the tumbleweed, tin
most curious thing—animal, vegetable
or mineral—that crossed my vision n.<
I cannot under
1 crossed the plain.
stand why Mark Twain did not meu
tkm this weed, because he must hart
seen It and it must have delighted him
with its comical gyrations.
Tumbleweed Is a bushy plant wbtet
grows to a height of jierhaps three
feet and has a mass of little twigs and
branches which make Its shape almost
perfectly round. Fortunately for the
amusement of mankind It has a weak
stalk, so that w.«*n the plant dries
the wind breaks It off at the bottom
and then proceeds to roll it over ami
I well romembei
oyer across the land.
the first tumbleweed we saw.
"What on earth Is that thing?" cried

Tbe church eld society held

By

EUNICE BLAKE

Edgar Wharton when be came of age
Inherited $10,000. He did not consider
the amount sufficient to compete in
trade with the larger concerns doing
business in the city and formed a plan
to go west and grow np with the counBut with the whole west to
try.
choose from he was at a loss where to
betake himself.
One day he received a circular directing his attention to the town of Hollowed. in a new fledged state beyond
the Missouri river. The circular named
numerous advantages that Hollowell
possessed. The climate was a perpetual summer: the earth was so rich
that seeds dropped anywhere would
produce In abundance; the water was
aa clear as crystal.
“That's Just what I’m looking for!”
exclaimed Edgar, and he went right
off to his fluncee to tell her about it
She was so delighted with the description of Hollowell that she said nothing
would please her better than to live
in such a place, whereupon Edgar
proposed that since the distance there
and return was great they be married
and go there to remain. To this the
young lady agreed.
They were wed.
and. prepared to settle in Hollowell.
they started west.
The circular was

signed by

one

Al-

phonse Honeydleu, a real estate agent,
who was selling town lots In nollowell

teir end

e

sale last week.

see.

like hot cakes.
Wharton wrote him
that he was coming, and Mr. Honeydieu. who proved to be a French
Canadian, met him at the station, a
handsome brick structure that bespoke
He took
prosperity for the town.
them to his house in a $3,000 auto and
Insisted on their being his guests while
they looked about them. After a rest
overnight he took them on a tour of
inspection, calling tlieir attention to various properties that he had sold and
resold at rising prices, making a number of persons rich. On tiie outskirts
of the town was a very large factory
surrounded by n forest of noble trees,
a part of which had been cut down and
shops.
Mr. Honeydleu
the timber removed.
She occupied her seat in the chair
explained that the factory was used
car as though she were used to such
for the manufacture of wood paper
It was
conveniences, yet the woman who had
and employed 2.000 hands.
escorted her on board and taken an afshot down at the time for the purpose
fectionate farewell, with the wish that
of putting In additional machinery, but
the “job” would come quickly, sug- ploy.
would be started again in a week or
a
minute
He was ashamed of himself
two.
gested the day coach .rather than the
later, but the damage had been done,
Pullman.
Then the couple were driven back to
reached 3
Almost before the train had pulled and when the bands at last
the town and stopped at the library,
and the gavel fell Sugden beaded a del
out she was engrossed in a New York
which had been founded by Mr. Gardegatlon that would not be shaken otf.
ner Hollowed, the president and prinpaper, turning, after a brief glance at
outer office of j
into
the
burst
They
the headlines, to the “want” advertisecipal owner of the wood paper compaand came to a
&
Carman
Cosgrove
ments. She was so Interested tn these
ny. There was no one in the building
but went
that she was not conscious of Cos- dead halt Cosgrove gasped,
except the librarian, n young woman
a replica of the old
forward
to
greet
grove’s steady if polite scrutiny.
who was spending her time embroidof
station.
woman
the
For a man who spent the major porering. Mr. Honeydieu explained that
the plaid
and
She
was
younger,
tion of his waking hours in an enbooks could be taken from the library
a
badly cut and the citizens of Hollowed
deavor to get the best of the Wall shawl was replaced by
usually
mother's
was
her
but
she
Jacket
street gamble Cosgrove possessed an
read them in their luxurious homes.
known
would
have
Mr. Honeydleu told Wharton that
imagination of singular fertility and daughter. Cosgrove
her In a thousand.
there was a tract of land that he
delicacy, and from the meager facts
He hustled her Into his private ofapparent be wove a romance about the
thought he could get for him at a barfice and turned over the card ahe handgain in the direction toward which the
was his own card, and on
town was growing. The owner had reFrom between bis half closed eyelids ed him. It
he observed the mass of golden hair the reverse was written. “Introducing cently died and his estate must be setbehalf you
that crowned the shapely head and Mrs. Behrman, In whose
tled within a given period. There was
last night.”
shaded the high, white brow. He re- were kind enough to speak
but little time to effect a sale, and he
It
was some satisfaction to find that
thought the property could be bought
joiced in the purity of her profile and
was a capable worker, with orthoshe
for a song. In a year or two It would
the soft coloring of her skin and noted
of spelling Instead of her
dox
Ideas
He drove
with an artist’s appreciation the lithe
be worth a fabulous sum.
own system of simplification, and with
lines of her slender figure*end the perthe bride and groom out to look at it
a brief arrangement as to terms Cosand they were much pleased.
fection of detail in her dress.
From
rose to indicate that the InterWharton told Honeydleu that he
every point of view she was admirable. grove
was over.
view
wouldn't trouble him to take hltu and
Then his thoughts reverted to the
Mrs. Behrman looked up.
his wife In his auto any more. They
mother, with her coarse, red hands, her
“And It Is really that I am engaged?” would walk about and see the town
florid coloring, the rusty hat and the
for themselves. The real estate agent
plaid shawl surmounting the skirt of she asked.
“Of course,” was the Impatient re- protested against this,
some rough dark stuff that long since
saying that his
had faded from any definable tint. spouse.
car was especially Intended for his
The flood prates of her tears were clients; that be expected a dozen or
From the comparison the inference
open, and she raised her voice In home- two at once In a few days, but just
was obvious,
to him and
uow
there was an Interval.
The girl must have Inherited her re- ly expressions of gratitude
He
He could to Helen Westervelt
couldn't think of permitting them to
finement from her father.
the
heard
as
he
Cosgrove gasped
walk. Edgar Insisted, and Honeydleu,
picture the very type of broken down
name.
It was at least a mercy that when he found that he couldn't
fellow of good family—glad to wed a
prea
his
“fiction’’
of
he
had employed
woman of coarser filter who would put
vent Wharton from having his own
unhe
that
had
supposed
him on a pedestal of adoring love, con- friend. She
way, reluctantly consented.
tent to slave over the tubs and scrub- derstood, for she was the prime lender
\\ ben tbey wore alone -Mrs. W barton
bing bucko* that be might enjoy the of all movements for working girls, remarked to her husband that for such
and It was only natural that she should a
leisure that was so clearly his due.
prosperous plate Hollowed looked
Those fellows seldom lived long, t'-u- suppose that he knew her by sight.
Mr. Wharton said that
very quiet.
The
woman sobbed out her story.
drank
themselves
to
death.
ally they
there were not so many persons in the
Then the love that had worked uncom- She had run away from borne to marry streets as might have been
expected.
as
plainingly for him had worked for the Behrman. who had deserted her
Meeting a man. Wharton stopped him
soon as he had obtained ixjssesslon of
baby.
and was on the [mint of asking him
She should be a lady as her father her slender savings. Her mother would some
questions about the location
in
and
Miss
not
Westervelt,
forgive,
had been p gentleman.
He could Imwhen Iloneydieu swung around a coramhad
as
terested
the
case,
acted
in
agine the sacrifices and privations that
ner in his car. interrupting the conhad been endured that this tender girl bassadress.
versation by telling Wharton that he
she
was
Mrs.
Behrman’s
satchel
It
might be reared to a life of gentilit.
had got a price on the property b6
and
was
she
had
been
large
carrying,
Now her education was complete,
had shown him so low that it fairly
he
had
accountable
for
the
mistake
and she was faring forth to New York ty
took his breath away.
In search of a Job.
Perhaps a tew made, and it was with Mrs. Behrman's
Mrs. Wharton expressed a desire to
months In un office and then the stage forgiveness and promise to Join her
daughter that Helen was returning to do some shopping and insisted on her
would claim her for Its own.
husband accompanying her. This shut
Show girls of her rare distinction town.
off Mr. Honeydleu, and the couple
Somehow he did
were eagerly sought
Cosgrove rang for one of the other
were left to themselves.
Entering u
not like to think of this flower girl en- stenographers to look after the weepa clerk who had eviing woman und went out into the of- iry goods store,
gulfed Id the vortex of Brondway
His ap- iently been asleep came forward.
And so, as the train sped through fice to face his tormentors.
“What's the matter with this place?"
the Pennsylvania valleys. Cosgrove pearance was greeted with a shout.
asked Mrs. Wharton.
"There are a
of
bean“Is
it
that
are
no
of
the
on
the
outcome
you
judge
■peculated
number of attractive buildings, and it
quest. He started guiltily ns the por- ty, or is it some new exhibition of
looks prosperous, hut there are few
ter gave tae first call for lunch and your perverted ideas of humor?” depeople in the streets, and there is an
the girl rose quietly to go forward to manded Sugden.
“I don't think the laugh—or the din- absence of hurry.”
the diner. The meal meant the price
“I don't mind telling you," said the
of a day s work for the toil worn hands ner—is on me.” suggested Cosgrove.
clerk, “since I'm going away tomorof the mother, yet it seemed perfectly “It seems to be up to you. Jimmie."
"I guess I'm if.” agreed Sugden, not row, that the town was built by the
right that she should go.
She had carelessly thrown the paper realizing that he himself had suggest- Wood Paper company. For some reason or other, tariff or trust, the plant
go the seat, and with an assumption ed to Cosgrove a way out. “I coaxed
has been left to rot away, and every
of Indifference Cosgrove reached for It Ibe boys over to investigate a romance,
»ne who bought property here at high
With a confident smile be turned to and we find it is a farce.”
"Wait until I get my coat,” com- prices is trying to sell out for what he
the “want" pages.
can get.”
It was just as he had supposed. The manded Cosgrove as he disappeared.
The Whartons had left their baggage
He struggled Into that garment as
advertisements she bad been clipping
he muttered to himself: “It’s a farce at the station. There they proceeded
were from the "wants” for typewritShe was look- so far, bu,t It's just the comedy relief and took the next train for home.
er* and stenographers.
to the romance If I can make It so. Wharton accepted a clerkship and ining for a place In an office.
He Is doing
She had clipped more than a dozen For It will be a romance, and only the vested his Inheritance.
very well.
of the tiny slips, and in his lmaglna- first act has yet been played.”

girl.
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ANTICS OF TUMBLEWEED.

Fred Pag* and wife were in
daya last week.

few

THE

USEFUL INCUBATOR.

EUaworth
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Walter Hamlin, of Boston, has
employ,
ment at P. B. Friend’s.

Raiaaa
That
Farm
Poultry
Should Hava a Machino.
Every farm where poultry I* raised

Every

Margery Mason,

of

Bluebill,

week-end with Florence Allan.

spent the

Minnie Marka and daughter
Eva, 0f
with nt least on* East
|
Blnehill, an gneeta of Mra. Ira
Incubator and brooder of a capacity | The
young people bad a social in the
according to the sl*e of the Iloclt kept grange ball Saturday evening.
All reThere la nothing mys- j port a fine time.
on the farm.
terlous nor difficult about hatching
Charles Alien, who has been on
Long
chicks with the Incubator and proper- ] Island with a crew of men a few
weeks
Dosens
clearing land for blaeberries, is home.
ly raising them In brooders.
March 22.
of good machines are now offered to
A. G.
the public, which In the hands of any
SUNSET.
;
fairly Intelligent operator will do good
Daniel Col* died suddenly March 18.
and satisfactory work.
In order1 to derive the best results
Mim Florence Saunders died March
ray companion suddenly, pointing out
12.
I looked. from the farm flock at least a goodly
through the car window.
Hn. Moeea Annie and John Staples are
buff
col
should
Some distance away a strange
portion of the crop of chicks
j Ul.
ored shape was making a swift, un- be hatched dining late February and
Mia* Alice Cole la in Hampden
It
visiting
March tat least In the midwest terricanny progress toward the east
her aiater, who la ill.
wasn't crawling. It wasn't miming,
north of tbe time of the Ohio
tory.
1
Ml**
Laura
Stinson
left
but It was traveling fast with a rolling, river).
Saturday for
Then the cockerels may be
tossing, careening motion like a bar- sold In May at around two pounds Birch Harbor to teach.
Mr*. George Dunham, of
rel half full of whisky golug down | weight and at 25 to 35 cents per
8on*hine,| it
bill.
Now it tilted one way, now an- pound, actually bringing In as much visiting her mother, Mrs. Walter Stinson.
other; now It shot swiftly into some real money as they wonhl If held and Z Mtaa Ida M.liBarbour^dled recently
;Rt
slight depression In the plain, but only fed for three or four months longer j Worcester, Mas*. She was born at Deer
to come bounding lightly out again and then sold at a much lower price lale, the daughter of John and
Matilda
with an air indescribably gay, aban- jier pound. When the male chicks are Barbour.
doned and Inane.
thus disposed of early In the summer
John Qreenleat Croawell, of New York,
Soon we iww another and another. more space and attention may tie given
died March 14, after an lllneaa of four
common
became
more
and
more
hatches
to the pullets of these early
They
day*. Hia man; friend* here, where he
as we went along until presently they
and they may be brought to tbe laying had a summer
cottage, will miea him.
were everywhere, careening In their
age early In the fall and will with
Sadik.
March^22.
maudlin course across the prairie and care and attention continue to produce
piled high against the femes along high priced eggs during the winter.—
ATLANTIC.
the railroad's right of way like great
Iowa Homestead.
New* reached her* Wednesday of the
concealing snowdrifts.
death of Mrs. Sarah Hutchinson,
formerly
Tumbleweed Is the clown of Teg
of this place, but Who, since the death of
CARE OF YOUNG CHICKS.
etation, and it bug the air as it rolls
her husband nearly twelve years ago, had
along of being conscious of its comical
Mors Danger In Overfeeding Than In spent the greater part of the time with her
lty, like the smart canichc In the dog
daughter, Mrs. Nellie Corbett, at San
Keeping Them Hungry.
show which goes and overturns the
Young chickens should !>e fed from Gabriel, Oat. Mrs. Hutchinson was the
basket behind the trainer's back or the
three to five times a day. depending widow of Henry Hutchinson, and daughcircus clown who runs about with a
somewhat on tbe experience of tbe ter of Mr.and Mrs. James Joyce, of this
double
rolling gait, tripping, turning
Iowa Homestead. Cn- place. She was one of a family of thirtrcu
aud triple somersaults, rising, running feeder, says the
doubtedlv chickens can lie grown fast- children three of whom survive her. She
and
over
on. tripping, falling
turning
Mrs. Corbett and
er by
feeding five times n day than leaves two daughters
and over again.-Julian Street in ColMrs.
three times, but It should l>e borne In Mr*. Anna Joyce, of Portland
lier’s Weekly.
mind that there Is more danger In | Hutchinson was seventy-four year* of
overfeeding than In underfeeding. At age. The remains will be brought here
WATER AND LIGHT.
no time should they l>c fed more than for burial.
March 21.
J. E. M.
barely enough to satisfy their appeWhy One Can See Deep Into ths Sea tites and to keep them exercising exSOUTH PENOBSCOT.
When High Above It.
cept at the evening or last meal, when
should be

provided

piw.

|

1

j

The reason why one is able to see to
greater depth iu water when he is
at a considerable height Hoove It than
when he stands on a level with it is because of the absence of pronounced refraction by the molecules of water.
One above the surface of isrfectly
still water, looking exactly downward
toward the center of the earth, will
see an object deep in the water by
means of rays of light that have been
reflected vertically upward. Therefore
there Is no refraction or bending the
rays out of their straight course from

are given all they will eat.
The young chickens may be foil any
time after they are thirty-six to fortyeight hours old, whether with a hen or
In a brooder. The first feed may con
tain either ban! boiled eggs. Johnnycake. stale bread, pinhead oatmenl or
rolled oats, which feeds or combinations may he fed with good results.
Mnshes mixed with milk are of consldtrahle value In giving a chick a start
m life, but the mnshes should Lie fad
In a crumbly mass and not at all

they

a

object

sloppy.

eye.
But if you attempt to see an object at
the liottom of a lake when standing on
the bauk the light has to traverse a
much
greater thickness of water,
which quenches a portion, or maybe
all, of the waves of light, and all not
quenched are bent to quite a UIslamic
out of the original straight line. Ami the
well kuowu index of refraction of light
(if of one kindt from water to air is
ldtOd, or the ratio of the sines of angles
of incidence aud refraction.
Proof: Place a straight stick In a
basin, and it will appear to be straight
as It really Is: pour in water and the
stick will appear to be bent by the
phenomena attending refraction. For
without refraction of light by glass
for Instance, we could not have telescopes and microscopes.—Edgar Luclen Larkin in New York American.
a

they may be fed four times dally and

Mr*.
Berry, of Stockton
visiting their daughter, Mrs.
lieorge M. Staples.
Mrs.

are

Norris Grindle has returned home

Augusta, were she visited her daughter, Mrs. Hoy Leach.
Mrs. Everett Snow, who has been to the
Eastern Maine general hospital for treatfrom

ment, arrived home last week.
Cecil Osgood sod wife, of Bluehill, who
been visiting their parents, K. J.
Snow and wife, have returned home.
March 22.
L.
bsve

OKLAND.
Reuben Hutching*, one of tbetowu’aoldnt cilizrna, died Mercb 17, aged cightvfour jeer*. He bad been gradually failing in bealtb, due to old age, for a long
time. He leaves a uridow and one da lighter— Mrs. Daniel O’Hearn.
David 8. Oott, another of Orland V wellcitiaena, died Frida; aged aixtynineyears. Heleavesa widowandtwo eooa
William J. and Louis E. Oott, both of
Portland. He was a member of Burkaport lodge, A. O. V. W. Tbe funeral was
known

—

held

on

Monday.

The mailorder house it teaming 'ear
the local merchants with advertising

its ammunition. The local merchant
icho doesn't fight hack with the so e
ammunition is bound to lose out.
as

Spanking.

A lady who had company to tea reproved her little aon several times,
speaking, however, very gently. At
last, out of patience, she said sharply:
"Jimmy, If you don’t keep still I'll
semi you away from the table!”
"Yes; that's what you always do
when there's company and there are
not enough cakes to go round!" was
the reply of the gifted youth.—rearsou's Weekly.

ZUurtummu.
To
must

do her best the
be dusted before

sitting hen
and

during hatching and sit in

a

Whole corn,
roomy nestgrit and a dust bath should
fore her.
Straw should be
in bottom of nest. The hen
be kindly treated and come
nest In good simps;.

Curious Old Laca.
Of all the curious kinds of lace, especially old lace, the most curious is that
which is culled point tressc. It is very
rare and was made of human hair.
French collectors say It exists In the
present day only in their cabinets. It
was confined to the early part of the
sixteenth century.

after

three

twice

clean,
water,
be be-

placed
should
off the

months old

Growing Children
Must Be Watched
Children are subject to many minor
Ills, which unchecked speedily turn
into serious sickness.
“I>. F.” Atwood’s Medicine given
promptly, checks those little ills.
I'sed regularly as a TONIC, it is a

three times
This U for splendid preventive of childhood tils.
chicks that are confined
For relief of stomach and bowel
After a chick is ten days old this
troubles, it is unsurpassed.
feed Is good: Two parts by weight of
Me.:
bran, two parts middlings, one part Kastbrook,
“I and my family use ’L. F.’ Atcornmeal, one part low grade wheat I
in
flour or red dog flour, to which Is add ; wood’s Medicine freely, keeping it
ed 10 per cent sifted beef scrap. This the house at all times.
It is beneficial in many ways, esmash may be placed in a hopi>er dry
and left before them at nil times. pecially
for children, who have so
When this growing mash Is not given many little
complaints with stomach
bran should tie placed In hoppers and and bowels.”
left before them all the time.
(Signed) Mrs A. B. Jellisou.
As soon as the chicks can eat the
Safeguard your children with the
whole corn und wheat the small sized
big 35 Cent bottle—at all dealers.
feed may he eliminated.
In addition
Free Sample by mail from
to the above feeds, the chicks' growth
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,Portland,Me
can be hastened by giving them skimmilk, sour milk or buttermilk. Crowing chicks kept on range may be given
DEPOSITS INVITED
all their feed In a hopper, mixing two
The PKK8T10B enjoyed and doe to 43
parts by weight of cracked corn with
Twr’i utiifMtorj service should be
one part wheat or equal parts cracked
sufficient endorsement of this bank for
those contemplating a Savings Bans
com,
wheat and oats, keeping the
account.
mash before them all the time.
Book Ellsworth
Paacock Co.

dally with good results.

A Musical Feud.
“How do you like your new flat?”
“All right, except that a fellow
across the ball is learning to play the
cornet."
“You ought to get a trombone."
“I did; that's why he got the cornet."—Boston Transcript.
A Jar to Him.
"Then you didn't enjoy seeing congress hi session?”
“No. I did not.” admitted the efficiency expert "They made so many
unnecessary motions."—Judge.

Savings

A True Report.
“I heard you had a big blowout at
your house yesterday."
"So I had. Two tires on my auto
burst.”—Baltimore American.

Gontla
He—Once for all.
who is master in
You'll be happier If

and

After the chicks are two months old

to

Earning

Mr.

Springs,

Mating Fowls.
While the proper milting of fowls is
quite an intricate business, especially
where the double mating system Is followed, still one general rule may be
followed to good advantage, and that
is not to mate extreme types expecting to produce a medium, but rather

Hint.
I demand to know
this house? She—
you don’t find out.

like to like and
better average results.
mate

—Philadelphia Ledger.
I

you

will get

Growing

Children

frequently need a food

tonic and tiseue

builder for their good health.

Olive Oil
_

Emulsion

containing i/ypepAoepW**
i» the prescription far thie.
E. G. Moore.

